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PREFACE

This study was initiated when m:1 interest in this

subject was aroused by Mr. M. E. Burchette, teacher and now
a Staff Superrlsor W.th The Chesapeake and Potomac '!elephone
Company

or

Virginia.

His interest, enthusiasm, and encour-

agement belp?d greatly in the completion of this paper.
Mrs. Lucille s. Utz gave unstintingly or time and efforts to

type this paper. Fl)r this worlc I will be eternally grateful.
Another spur to the completion of this paper, was 11J1 wife's

statement, in one or
pap!r is 1'I' enemy.

Now it is tinlahed.

irq

many mments or neglect -- "'!hat

I won•t be happy until you finish it11 •
I dedicate t.'1.is book to m r -----

Betty Ann Parish Avery.

F. B. A.

CIIAPTER I
INTFODUCTION
Area Differentials - What 'Ibey Are

'Ibis paper is a study or area di rrerentials, within the

State or Virginta, in the compmsatinn or nonmanagement; emplo,ees
and the effect of vcost-of-Living" upon wane differentials.
ically, area differential in
rates for

WROB

means the diff'erence between

the smne job in c:1i rrerent com.mnities.

finite di.fferentfal in

regions w1 thin the State of Virp,inia.

or line.

wa~

There is a de-

war-a payments for a rr,iven job in

almost inMmprehansioly out

Bas..

the various

Some times they appsar to be
Hat1ever, as this pspa- de-

velops, the reasons for these dt£ferences may bec->me cl.ear.
tainly their erlatenr.e will be apparent.

Cer-

A giv,:-n job Iftl).8t have a

standard definition and the ones used are from the Occupational
Title Code or t.'1e Bureau of Labor Statistics.

'lbe raw da.ta must be

assembled in lir,ht of these definitions, then the comparison can
made.

bt:"

An example of the job detini tton, the average hours wrked

in a week, and the wel.fjlted average maxi.mm rate piid for the job

are as follomu
Using the job definition from the Occupa ttonal T.ttle Code

ot the Department

-

or

Labor Statistics we find that a Stenographer

B -

''Records the dictati:m

or

ore or nnre persoos

and transcribes this dictation on a V'Pewrl ter.

2.

Diotation generally involves a mrmal range of

business vocabula:cy" or a lir.rl. ted and recurring
range of specialized tem.lnology and the n"..aterial to be tYI1" d requires only the planning

of' simple set-up:J and arran!{enent. tt
A comparison of rates paid for this W>rk may show for ex-

ample that a re:rrale worker performing this job may receive:
Weighted Avg.
Pi.ax. Rate

Hours

Locati'.)n

56.00

39.50

Danville

$ 73.5$

10.00

Peters'tnrg

$ 67.90

38.16

Richmond

$ !,h. lt4

JB. 8.3

Winchester

$

Even a glame will show that in these four Virginia cities

an area differential does exist.
Why does like work not command like pay? Why not "equal pay
for equal mrk"?

7he first ansver that comes to mind is that the

Stenographer B in these cities has not joined with her fellow work-

ers and bargained with management tor more money or mre equal pay.
However, there are many answers.

Son10 of' the mswers have a rea-

sonable and logical basis•· Sons or the m swers would seem to be

neither reasonable nor logical but operative arwway.

Factors Determining

Wa~e

Dif'terentials

In a study 11 Bnsic Criteria used in Wage Negotiatiom" Pro-

fessor Sumner H. Slichter of Harvard University states:

"Wages are typically lower in small towns than in
big cities and in the South thm 1n tb!I North.

Many people <b not understand why the ::same work,
or work requiring the sane degree of skill and

responsibility and of'rering em1enttally the same
working caiditions should pay ditfaoentials in

dtff'enmt places, and yet there are

reasons.

v~ry

good

Some of 'lb. e mro :!.mJortant reasons wh;v

wage le vela vary arei

a.

or

The extent and types
~

in a

oommni~y

industrial develoR:

in relation to the

~va:U

able l:tbor supply in that communit:r.
b.

The variations in the sir,e of the COI!ll'lllnities

require wide differences in amunts

or travel

time to and from worlc, ndditional transporta-

tion costs, meals away from home and other expenses.
c.

Distances from large mtropolitan centers•
railroads an:l other transportation facilities,

intluenoe the decisions

or 1D1'kers as

to their

preference for work at lower wages in tho local

community because
as opposed

to

sociated with

or

the personal comeniences,

added travel time and costs as11> rlt

in larger cities where the

war:e rates are usuallT higher.

h.
d.

}'.any prices are less in small and medium size

eommuni ti f's than in the larger centers.

There

are dti*terences in rents, real estate valnes, ·
prices of clothing, food, entertainment, i»rS'.lnal serrlces, etc.

Climatic conditions vary

between tho various geographical sections 1
necessitating differences in the expenditures

tor such items as tu.el and wearing ipparel."
Professor Slichter states the above criteria.

lt'hat will fol-

low will be an exam1.nat1on of these i'actors with particular emphasis
on item

"d" .....

the cost-ot-living and war:res paid in four representa-

tive Virginia cities.

Tte.ae tour cities a re: Danville, Petersburg,

Richmond and Wincheat.er.

Cost-of-Living Clause in Wage P!lnents
'l'h9re is much talk in wage and salaey administration circles
of the cost-of-living !'actor
mining wage payments.

am what

basis it should have in deter-

Large industrial tir:na such as Westinghouse,

General Electric 1 the AutoMObile Co:apmie s, etc., do have a cost-oi'living clause in 'their Union-Management labor contracts.

Thie clause

is tied 'bo the Bureau of Labor Statistics - Monthg Index ot Con-

. Sumers Prices.

Oenerall.71 this clause is only fcund in the

national companies.

lar~

However, it is very likely that the manage-

m::nt of almost any type concern does give sane consideration to this
factor when establishing wage rates.

It management d:'Je s not speci-

fically consider it, it is still a part of the p,eneral wage level in
any given communit7.
living is a stuqy

or

The chapter of this thesis on the cost-of'-

this factor in the four communities previousl.7

'·
mentioned.

The point to be made here is tmt the ue e or the
determinl~

Pureau or tabor statistics in
a time basis.

cost-of-living is on

1bis study must ot necessity treat the cost-or-

llving on a plnce basis,

findings in Chapter IV represent

1be

comparison by location.
'lbe chapter on Wage Pey'Jl3nts for selected jobs is in tum a

study ot wages that nonmmaganent workers can command in the tour
comunities, special emphasis being placed on average m::ixtmum rates.
'Ibe "average ef£ective maximum rate" for a job classification is the
weekly amount which ean be reached by the average
job classification.

tials do erlst.

in the

This chapter definitely £bows war;e differen-

It sets the stage for the chapter on prlee compari...

sons in the four communities

to

e:nplo~e

or

the it.ell'IS Professor Slichter etated

be "factors in cost-of-living that affect area wage dif'..t"erentials".

Author• s Views on C:aunes of WaRe Differentials

It is m.r cmtmtion,, that area wage dl.ti'erentials do exist
but exist more from. the standpoint of':: ·

a,

The supply and demmd tor l<.ibor in a Riven
comunity.

This point gives particular em...

phasis to the type

or

~neral

business that

has develo}:tl a,, the extent of industrialization,, unionization Of JA bor I

liUd

population

base.
b.

Historical patterns

ot

employment and wage pq-

msnts •. Particularly it an area has had an
agricultural base or a city' a existence was
mainl;r in the nature of serviee

t;'1'1D s

of bus.L ness.

c.

Comtm.J.nity patterns inseparable from

this p:lint :real'.cy' is

tm other two points but

community patterns vary for apparently no
reason as rar as the first two point.s are
C":l'\CCmed.

That the cost-or-livinrr, has :far

d.

thnn is generally s1pposed.

le:JS

weigtt..

This is a result

of the oi:;eration of points a, b 1 and c.

Cost-

of-living is trequently d.scussed but. usually
in too subjective a manne n

What most people

are really talking- ab-int are their

wa~es

in

relation to their own Rta:ndard ot 11 vitg" la.i\ich
my not app'.17 to John Jones and Dlek Smith.
li~htly

Most college textbooks touch rather

on this subject

perhaps because of the difficulty of assembling data to give sub·

stance to their work. The assembling of these data has involved

many months of

"t..~rk

and the cooperation or m'ill1Y P'Ople litto must,

or necessity, go unnamed.

Info:rmation on wages is one or manngel""

ment's mont closely guarded secrets and unleoo published in a union-

management contract,, not often divulged.
that the largest single component
and salaries.

For mmngemcnt

istration consists

or

Our economic texts tell us

or national

income goes for wages

ot a business, wage and salary admin-

the policies and procedures used to detemir:e

hOll 1111ch apec1.f.ie employeos get paid.

This

ma:r appear

to be a simple

matter, but.even a cursory' second look sugp,ests the complexities of
this task.

Tho nmny conructing considerntiono that have to be b:il-

anced are:

cost-oi"-li1:ing, legal requirements, going

costs, mte structures, union demands; etc.

r~tes,

labor

7.
n?term5nntion~

in

Regard to

Any businessman beginning operati"ns in a new communiv and

determining what his i:13ge policies and wage costs w.l.ll bo, must consider:

a.

Management - What are its o".>jectivesi

to pay

the comnunity rate, to pay the
best wagea, to pay too acale which

exists at a plant in the home locality, or to pay the going me

or union scale thoueh its own
business may not be unionised?
b.

Employees

... What type employees can it get as

to skills, and vtnt must it pay to
secure the type of employees needed?
c.

Public

- Is the public going to a.ccept tb:t

business as an asset to the community and its wage scales as ffgood"
and "fair"?

d.

Locality

- Is the new business, or old business
pemaps, going to fit into this lo-

calit7 to the extent that it lilll
enjoy

g'.)Od

public and employee re-

lations? Will its pay policies earn

tor him tho enmity or his fellow
husine ssman?

s.
e.

Orr,anization
and Jl.dmin-

ist.ration

-

Can the

11a~ ~nd s~lary

pror,ram.

be organized nnd administered

fairly to

b~th

emplo~es

at

~

msmigement and
reasonable cost?

Man1.gereent mu.st consider all of these areas separately and
then as a whole.

Waee survqs such as those made by the National·

Office

Association, The Federal Reserve Eank1 and the

Man.~gement

Department of Labor are very helpful to tha man i·rho rmist
considerations above.

differentials do erlst..

'Ibis type

or

aurtey

~nly

ma~

the

:3hows that area

Professor 5lichter of Harvard Univernity

has given us some reasons for the existence of these differenti.Als.
Where the differential exists, why they exist, 11nd the relative

significance (or insignificance) of' the cost-or-living factor in
Virginia, has n(')t, to rrq knowlcdce, been

devalo~ d

before.

That

anu:1 differentials do exist are the result of the existence of dif'-

ferent basic economic factnrs and local conditions which opsrate to
determine the wage levels in different areas.

D:tversitz and ComElep.ty in Determ.in•n5 Wage Rates

z.

Clark

~discussed

Dickim~on 1

in his book Colleeti ve 'Waga Uetermina7

Labor Units, Income, and CoRts Wiich bears repeating

he.re as a help to outlining the diversity and o''mplexity of' any dis-

cussion

or

wages and factors determining wage payments •.

9.,

''The concrete arid p-actical facts of trage:s are so
complex that tre cannot. hope to handle any considerable pa.rt or toom all at o~e, but must
attempt to progress through a series or abstrac ..
tions or simplH'ications. It was pointed out
(previously) that mumrous items ot real incorr1'
of wa~ eamers; such as rrnrviceo of public
school~, and recreational facilities, as -well as
the sul-,sidized pnrts of hPalth services, relief

and -pensions, are not strictly wap,es.

We have

notice also, various crudl tics of 11 the la~r
market. !t It is, there fore, unnecessary to' elaborate hem the point that actual w~1-.,e p1;1~nts are
in many cases different f"rorn wh:it th.:y would l::e
in the ~rrect mart.a ts comrn~nly assumed by economic t -Orl ,italics mine • ~uch i'Vergencies are
due not only to the exploitation of some w:> rkers,
throur,h their ignorance of what they oould obtain
from other employers, but also to almilar ignorance
on the ;enrt of some em:glo:v&.rJ..:. Nnmerouo rates of
pay for person!il serTices are also stereotypod _by
long uee and lrant; rno.reover, errroloyers not infrequently' base their payments in part on their human
int,erest. in the personal needs and circumstances
or the people whcm they hire. ?iewrthelens, in
marI.1 important ways the hbor market is analop.ous
to eommod1 ty markets -- wages :resembling the n sticky"
retail rather than the more volatile 'Wholesale prices.
Even exploitive and custom.1ry "wage" paynents are influenced b;y otmr wage rates which are set under more
nearly perfect market oomitions."

*********
"In addition to these eevi.'ltiona from fully competitive market wages due to such forces as custom, ignorance, and sharp practitrn, the world of wages is
mnde complex by diversiti~ a of skill and efficiency
amnn:; worlt:ers and employers, and among equipzmnt.,
production methods, and products. We are confused
moreov~ir by differing names tor what prove to be
very similar skills or jobs, and even more by the
~ names r,ivt:'n to human and tr.aterial tact.ors lilich 1
upon closer inspoction, pro»re to be significantly
different. Ee fore proceedin!7. with t'urthe r generalizations about wage forces, it is well to recall ao?m
outstanding points which are thus suggested.

Economists have frequently treated wage theory under

tw

these
~ads (Wage differences and General wages}.
Obviousl7, it is much easier to be concrete and

10.

reali·Jtlc uh<"n the er.iphaais is upon variations
amonr, occupations and individuals; indeed some
writo:r:l hfl'~ prot-e sted that there is no such
thing as a peneralrate of war.es -- that wage
theorizing t1hkh np: aka or "the rnte of wages"

and the "interest rate" is mystical for there
are many typroa or trnr;ee and interest rates. 'lhe
narrou usefulness or eo~omic p:eneralizations
based merely upon hie;hly simplified assumptions such as Marx• s inlpllcation that all labor is homogeneous and t.~at all real costs are lnbor costs,
nnd the classical doctrine or international traoo 1
which comre~nly get~ too little beyond a similar
a:)strar.tion - should warn us aeainst prescribing
for a living patient on the ·btHrl.s narely' of anatomy
of skeletons. The great dlvorai ties in the world·
or wa11es am its history mur>t indood be emphasized.
But it is also m ccssary to understand the a a:1 ses
and conditions of wage chnnr;es as fully as possible,

occasionally to consider the internctions between
all wa~es considered as a group, and factors such
a;-'capital supply mid labor supply."

In poneral. 1 the appropriate definitions and unite
of labor and wages are soxnewh.1t dl.ffe:rcnt, when we
are most interested in wages as income to tt:o uorkers than when qur focus is on wa~s as a cost of
production". 1/

11

This last point. ir; generally tho dii'ference in viewpoint be-

tween Labor and Managem(mt when wage rates are being discussed.

'!be

point followed in this paper is that the wage d1.fferentials am to
be considered by Manageme.nt when detennininr. wnr,e c:>sts and

that

tabor must accept what does exist or to try to improve its relative
position on this 1nint by recognizing they exist.
gainlng process taoor

0'111

Through the bnr-

chmge the dif'fisrentials.

1/ Z. Cl.."lrk Dickinacn, 9ollectivc War.e Deternd.nntionz. New Yortt1
The Th:>nnld Press, Con:pany 1941 1

::.

P. 67-70.

11.

Theories of Warrea Leadb1p. to DevelOJ2l'!r-nt or Farp,aininJ!
Theo:z of Hage;!

The bbor mrnicc t. .f.'unctions to det('>rmine the prlco of labor
and since price t' :r.annremont is the wa2c to the •..torkcr neither can
ignore the .function in the labor nnrkr.?t

wage theories have no real value in

or

supply and demand.

determinin~

1'>'bile

particular wage rates

in a particular industry, they & give a nP:ma of' determining the
share ot' labor in the national. income and the divi:Jion o.f labor in

the national work :three.

War,o theory development can be traced by

the tollo-.rl.ng references:

a.

Jur;t Wage - advanced by St. ·Thomas J.qu.inas in 1200 A. D.

A

jun~

wage was stated to be a wage suf f:icien t to main-

tain the worlcers in his station in life.

This is a

rather statl.c concept in thnt it does not allow for
the contribution that a parron might make dle to

su})3rior okill or ene rrt/•
b.

Subsistence Wnge Theor,y - A product of David Ricarcio' s

thinking and

~blished in

1817.

This states that wages

usually setUe at a standard that vill keep the wo:ricers
at customary

level~.

Wages below subsistence level

would lower population, abo\re subsistence level vould
raise lr.)rld populations.

c.

Wa·::cs Fund - John Mill 1 s idea presented in 1865. Mill

states that there is a "Wages Fund1t

-

t>t w.ages boing determined aa follow~n

given wages is equal to

too

by the nUJlbcr of workers.

the ge mral level

h

rum for

"Wages Fund" divided by
A static wage tund concept

would m:an that workers would receive hiRber or lower

l?.

w~r:es

ecpend! ng up:m the number of workors

a'l."ail~hlc.

It. is a li!i>itec concept becauee

it, assumes no increase or decrease in the

d,

Mnrg:innl. Eroductivitz theory of nages - wages

are determined. by the m.1rginal. prodnctivit;r or
lnbor.

In other words ltibor is recor:irsnscd in

rcJ..'lti~n

to its contributicn to productivity.

When 1t cnnnot ndd m:n·e to c•nlue than it rosts,

then its uoo is uneconomic,

t,

B:u~aini.ng

Thcorz · of Wnr;es • thin is based on

the assumption that there will }'c a lmreGt aage
ta~

that c:nploy-ceB will

for their work and that

there is a bir;heat wage that employers will pay,
Tho i"iml wage to oo p:iyed is determined by the
etren~

relative bargainine

of.each side.

In

l

t.*1is, four f .l'!ctors appear to be paramount:
l.

Tho ab!.lity or the employer to PV•
is

2.

mo~

imp:')rtant in t.he long run).

What otmr employers are p.:iying (determined
by

wage ourveys).

or

J.

Producti 'vt ty

L.

Cost-of-living (which is dif'ficult to measure

uriless it is
g.

('.Ihis

labor.

stated~

cost-of-living).

'lhore is also a coat-of... living tmor;y-' ofr~rages in
W\ich thn primary concept is that tJapes are deter-

mined from the mecls

or t,he workers

to Df)et certain

]J.

standards

ot living. This idea operates primarily

on the basis that ir wagas do not meet the cost-ctliving lBwl desired by the worker, a business would

be unable to attract workers. The "going rnte"idea
!or a job works primarily on the idea that owr a
period of

time

this rate has been determined suffi•

cient to attract workers becawse it hae enabled
t.hem to secure enough wages to meat their cost-of•
living.

This theory actually operates within the Bargaining
Theory

ot Wages which does not. attempt to at.op se-

curing

wage

increases because "cost-or-living" costs,

have been met. The idea is to cont1nuallJ' try to
increase the relative standing of the w:> rkers being

bargained tor versus the rest ot the population.

CRAPl'ER II
BACKGROUND OF WAGE mFFERENTil..L sronr
sEI.BCTICN OF CITIF.S AND BACKGRCUND DA.TA

The toll.owing perhaps ie rather laborl.oua rending but the

tacts and bttekgt'ound are necessary to establish tbs proper perspec•
tive fer the eitieo uhich are being studied in this exatdriation of

wage differential.a in the compensation ot nonmanagement employees.
The cities were selected to provide first a picture ot a city with
a large labor torce employed in relatively stable business (Rich• ·

mond).

Thon a second city close enough to the first to be con-

sidered independently but still in reality very much affected by the

larger cit;r's pattern ot business and employment (:Attersburg).
Danville can stand by i tselt and certainly has an entire:cy
different composition to its vork force and general business development.

Manufacturing in the nondurables field and .. agriculture are its

basic businesa components. HoVeTer, on a population and work force
base it is q,uita similar to Petersburg.

Winchester• on the other hand preaenLs a dii'terent picture.
It is much smaller, bas a colder climate and has less industry.
is occupied mainly with the processing of agricultural products.

It
It

is pr1.marily dependent upon agriculture and the aerrtce trades tor
its business income and we:rk force employment.

Basis of Selection of Cities
In arriving at a decision as to which cities to use, a rather
arbritar,y approach had to be used due to the limitation.a of the Mt e

. is •
. ct business education tame, manpower, money, materials and talso
time,

As stated in the intnaduct1on and in quoting Professor

Slichtet" of Harvard, "area wage differentials are based on many
factors -

industrial development, size of community, workers pre•

terence of locality, and prices tor the necessities cf life which
location and climate affect,n Those tnctor.s ware kept in mind and
used a.a a basis tur the selection ot the cities,

Aleo, the growth

or decline of industry, general bus1nees activity, and the
and demand tor labor were considered,

supp~

There appears in the follow-

ing data dUferent variat.ions as to these factors between the cities

selected, but. all meet the criteria set,

The citiea were not selected because they were all alike but
because they represent Southside Virginia, Central Virginia and Northern Virginia on a regional basis.

en

a business basis the central.

Wholesaling-retailing center is represented with its attendant light
manufactures, then a manufacturing-agricultural based commun1t.y1 and
final1y an agricultural•processing based econom;y aa tor Winchester.

All of the communities have a relatively high level of female employees as compared to male employees. 'this is due to the nature ot
the aeMice, manufacturing and precessing buainass tound in the communi ties.

Textiles and tobacco in Da.nville 1 Tobacco, Retail trade,

Government, and Insurance work in Ricbntmd, and Serrtcea and Processing (canning, etc.) work in Winchester, are all types of work that

use a large number

or

wnmen workers. 'l'hia point may explain why

general wage ratea are lover since it is generally recognized t.hat
female's wages are lower tor the same work. ltowenr, it won•t ex-

pliiin wh7

wage

ditterentials exist except u to their relative role

in determining wage costs in an industry,

16.

The background information is presented below by cities and
wb~le

lengthy is necessary to establish in the mind of the reader

exactly what type of city ia being studied.

The ccmpositi.on ot the

city, industry and business, its eize, its location, its transporta-

tion facilities, its climate, and ite trading area

definite~

affect

its position in the labor market. Thia, in turn, is what makes its
posit.ion in the wage structure of the nation.

The availability

ct

labor and its relative low price bas been a drawing card tor northern industries to the south tor many years.

!he role ot agricul-

ture in the south as an employer has steadily lessened and the decline has accelerated since the 1930'•• This aspect, is important,
and a reference to agriculture is made tor each city in an attempt
to show that this shitt from tam to city is taking place and does
affect the wage payments to workers.

Since agriculture in the acuth

has long been noted tor 1 ts lov wages, tbs base ia lover t.o begin
with. For firms not engaged 1n interstate trade, the payment of the
minim.um vage set by the Federal Government ie just beginning to be

felt.

This point will be discussed later in this book so I will not

belabor it further but will proceed with the background :lntormation

on the cities in this study.
DANVILT.E

Danville is located on the Dan Ri1'81' in Southside Virginia
and has a population of approximately $01 000 per8'n=r., A population

ot 10,000 is found in

the city and miburbs wit.bin a ten-mile radius.

The climate is moderate as temperatures average 77° in

41° in winter

with an average nnnual rainfall

SW'llll.e1'

or h2.2 inches.

and

17 •.

The following 1nf'ormation was supplied by the Danville

Chamber ot Commerce.

Indust!'Y
Danrtlle ie the home of the world's largest single-unit textile mill, Dan River Mills, Inc., which employs 101 000 people to
produce national known textile fabrics. Danville Knitting MUls
perates aix hundred knitting ma.chines and amplora approximately
three hundred operators. They are quality producers ot seamless
hosiel')".
Danville ia recognized as one or Virginia• s leading manufacturing cities. Among her diversified products are cotten and
rayon fabrics, shirting, suiting, dress goods, sheeting, yards,
sheets, pillow eases, hosiery, 'Wt>rk unifOl'tlls, blouses, pajamas,
shirts, elevators, flour and teed, tobacco proceasing 1 printing and
lithographing, ice, dairy products, iee cream, candy-1 benrages 1

bakeries, truck bodies, lumber and mill work, metal work1 mattreaaes, upholstery, tarpaulins, castings, veneer, cleantng fluids, paints,
concrete block, concrete, monuments, fertilizer, aausage,. tranktur•
tera, bologna and other meat products, poultry and food proceasing1
plywood, asphalt, septic tanks, concrete burial vaults, textile reeds,
boats and skis,, warehouse trucks and trailers and recapping maahinos. ·
Trade

Danville's retail trade area, of approximately a 30-mile radius, includes a population or over 2501 000 people. Per capita• it
is one of the richest sect.ions of this region. Portions or Pittsyl•
vania1 .Honry and Halifax Counties in Virginia, and Person, Rockingham. and Caswell Counties in North Carolina, are included. Retail
trade tor Danville and Pittsylvania County bas exceeded $8$1 000,000
annually since l9S2, with Danville sales ot mtrohant wholesalers be-

ing over OhS 1ooo,ooo. This does not include the sale of manui"sctured product.a, which is well over 1100,0001000 annually-1 or of tobacco auction sales, which were over $.411 9Su1 276 in 1956.

Nearly 21 000 retail and wholesale storeat seni.ce establish-·
ments and professional otticea are located in the Greater Danville
Area.

These include,. in addition to the above, atorea tor hardware

and mill auppli~s, seeds and feeds,, term suoplies and equipment,

machiner,y, autos and trucks, drugs and notions, and a large number
of professiona1 and trade services.
.
In connerce, Danville has an enviable position among Virginia cities. It ranks third in volume ot wholesale trade, including tobacco and textiles. f7eYenth in retail tradeJ and fourth in _

combined retail and wholesale trade, including tobacco and textiles.

1.6.

Toba.coo Market

Danville is one

or

t.he world's largest bright leat tobacco

martceta for the sale and han<D.ing of bright flue-cured tobacco,
known the world over as ttVirgLnia Tobacco". There are over one

million square feet or floor space in its 15 auction warehouses.
Danville is Virginia• s largest bright leaf market and the largest
Old Belt Market.
Eighteen great storage warehouses have a capacity ot over
one hun:lred ninety miUion pounds, and many of the largest plants

for redrying tobacco are !coated hero,. The local processing plant
of P. Lorillard Co. is the second largest employer in Danville.
The tobacco tor processing is shipped into Danville from other mar•
kets a.t. the rate of about eighty million pounds each season. The auction sales or leat tobacco have averaged over 7$ l'l1il•
lion pounds bringing the tamers an average ot OYer 38 raillion dol•

lars per year for the past five years, including the 19$6 season,
ot pounds and dollar return

which sold nexi; to the largest number

crop in the history ot the market (79,759,$42 pounds for $411 954,276).

As agriculture play$ an important part in Danville's business

activity, data on Pittsylvania County are included -al.$0. The data
that follow were supplied by the Virginia Division ot Planning and
Economic Development•

"PitteylTanin; Virginia• largest oounty in area (land area
approximately 11 012 aq. mi ... 647 1 680 acres), liea on. the state 1 s
southern border in the Piedmont Plateau. Altitudes are generally
400 to 800 feet above sea level with oecasional high spots. Smith
Mountain in the northwest corner is 21 043 feet, Brushy and Jasper
Mountains and Wheeler Knob are from 1 1 000 to 1 1 200 feet, and White
Oak Mountain, 1,200 feet._ Average temperature 1a 40° in January,
78° or aoo in July. Annual precipitation is e.bout 42 inches. More
than halt ot the area is VoQded, and there is much sa.wmi.lling.,
Granite and other constru.ct.ion stone and brick clay are available.
<ne or Virgl. nia' a leading tam counties, Pittsylvania. baa
long been the biggest producer of bright leaf tobacco. Virginia
Poly'technic Institute has a bright tobacco reasearch station at
Chathe. Grain, hay, and fruit crops, dairy products, and live-

stock are also i.J!lportant. Danville, the state's largest tobacco

market, ranks among the largest in the nation and the world.-; Live- _
stock auctions, gra1:11, mill.3 1 abattoirs, and freezing lockers make

it a market center tor other farm products from adjoining Virginia
and North Cnrol'ln.t. counti,es. It is also the fourth largest canbined retail and wholesale trade center in Virginia..
·
Tho agriculture

or

the area is well balanced with manutac-

turing which is centered in Danville tor the most part. The largest single-unit textile mill in the world and other sizeable establishments are located hore. Manufacturers include cotton and
rayon .fabrics, sheet.a and pillow cases, knitwear, apparel, lumber,
mUlwork 1 veneer, meat and dairy products, flour, feeds, tobacco
processing, teJ:tilizer, printing, lithographing, bricks and building blocks, medicines, paints and elevators.
LABCR RESOURCES

-

Male

l9SO

,Pi. tts;vlvania County

Persons 14 vears and over

22,121
17,739

In labor torce
Per cent in labor torce

Bo.2

-1940

20,,871

17,27$
82.B

Female

19So
22,184
4,962
22.4

191io
20,511
4,.307
21.0

Danville

Persons 14 yea.rs and over
In labor force

ll,89)

9,,34

80.2

Per cent in labor tores
Sources

n,S4S 15,264
6,85?
9,.316
80.7
44.9

13,899

64534
1.0

Virgi rd.a Di"1sion of Planning and Economic Development

AGRICULTURE

or farms, 19Sh
Land in farms, 1954

Number

Per cent of area in .farms

Average size ot farma, 1954
Cropland,

1954
tarms

Woodland on

Pasture land
Other land on farms

S,735

486,022 acres

74.3
8).o acres

l.08,339 acres
243,SOl acres
28 1 868 acres
25 1 314 acres

Per cent of
all farms

Farms by sieet

Under
$() to

So

2,667 2,466
l,308 l,496

acres

99 acres

1,081

100 to 179 acres
180 to 259 acres
260 to h99 seres

373
232

44

50'> to,999 acres
l 1 <X>O acrev and over

10

1,447

461
2$4

so
s

·195Ii
-46.7
22.9
18.9

6.5

i95o

39.9
24.2

23.4

1.s
4.1
o.a

4.1

o.e

0.1

0.2

Per .Cent

Farms by types

Field-crop (other thlm vegetable and

1a.3
0.1

fruit-and-nut)
Vegetable
Fruit-and-nut

o.5 ·

Dairr

0.3

Poultry
Livestock (other than dairy and poultry)

1.3.

General
Miscellaneous and unclassified

o.a

lB.6

79.9
0.1

o.a-

0.3
0.9
0.9
17.l

Value of' all tarm products sold, 1949 - $13 1 597 ,394 (2nd highest
county in the state).
·
Value of all fa.rm products sold, 1954 - $161687,129 (2nd highest
county in the state).
·
Principal sources of farm income weret

$1S,276.249 from field crops sold - highest county in the state.
#56$ 1 024 from dairy products sold.
t4l8,84l f'rOM livestock and livestock products {othor than
dairy and poultry).
$213,629 trt1m forest products sold - (4th highest county in
the state).
Scuroos Virginia Division of Planning and Economic Development.
FOREST

RES~:U'RCES

Pittsylvania County has approximately 3$6,300 a.ores or commerciil..forest exclusive of publicly reserved and other noncommercial
torest land. About 56 per cent of tho timbar is softwood (VirgiP.ia
pine, ehortlaaf pine, red cedar, and other softwoods), and 44 par
cent is hardwood (white oak, red oo.k, yellow poplar, hickory, and miscellaneous hardwoods). The Virginia Forest. Service estimates that

annual growth amounts to
about 23 1 ~37 1 000 feet.

so,325,000

board feet wh1.le annual drain is

Pittsylvania Danv111e The
Oount;r

1950

$ 736
$ 942

Per capita income, 19$3
Families and unrelated individuals•
Median income, 1949

$. 1,887

Per cent having incomes less
than &2 1000
Sourcest

State

*761

Per capita income, 1947

Per capita inc~me,

City

$ 2,h88 $ 2,172

so.o

b6.~

40.2

1947, l9S01 ard 19$3 per capita .figures fr:;m Bureau ot .
Population & Economic Research, University of Virginia,

1955. 1949 median figures from 1950
Population, based en 20 par cent

u. s.

aa~ple.

Census

or

The figures on per ca.pita ineoma indicate, that in:relatiori
·to State-wide figures, Danville is losing ground. This perhaps can
be attributed to the predminance of its wcrking forces being em•

ployed in textiles and tobacco. Textiles

~ve

'been in a slu.>np and

wage inereasea have not come as regularly .ror this industry aa they

have tor most other businesses. Tobacco farming has suffered somewhat in total volll!lla of income due to smaller nercage allotments.
PETERSBUrul

This city, noted tor its role in the Civil war of 1861-186',
is primarlly a light manufacturing city, vhose eooncmy is also af'..
tected by the Federal Oovernnent 1 s expenditures at nearby Fort Lee.
The Virginia State Employment Services News letter "Labor Market
.
.

Trends" Volume 15 - No. l f'or January, 1959, is repr,;duced below to

give a picture or

th~

population base, employment figures, and the

breakdown of this employment by type of industry-.

22.

"Employment Shows, f!easonal Uptrend By Mid•tecembor

Reversing the trend noted two months ago, nonagricultural om.ployment in the Petersburg-Hopewell area expanded by ov-er hoo workers during the period frcm October to mid-Dacal'!lber. Most of the in•
crease was of a 6easonal or temporarv character. As usual during
the pre-holiday season, nearly 300 temporary or part-time sales
people were added in retail trade. Service increased·by 75, due to
temporary additions in a hospital.

The paper, printing and publish..

ing group expanded by 140 workers, presumably for a short period.
An increase of 100 in f:O'lernment. was general1y related to seasonal
additions in postal services.
A considerable pa.rt of the employment gain was cancelled by_

a declining trend in several industries,

Lasorrs in tobacco, con-

struction, lumber and sawmills and chemicals tote.lle d around 200.
Jobless Total Estimated At Around 21ooq

The seasonal rise in the job level bad little effect on unemployMant, which increased moderately from 1 1 900 in October to an
estimated 21000 i.nclud.ing 7$0 women,· by mid-December. The jobless
group con!prises 4.7 per cent or the labor force, a ratio Sf;mlewhat
below the national. average of around six per cent. Judging by the
segment of jcb seekers covered.by unemploym:?nt compensation, 10 par
cent were attached to garment and textile industriesJ 24 per cent
worked in chemicals, optical goods and other manuf'acturingJ 13 per
cent were fro~ trade and serviees1
per cent were from seasonal
industries, such as tobacco, lumber, and construction; with the
balance from scattered activities.

4'

Job Level Drops by;

$()1

Workers Since Year Af!O

Since tkicember ot 1957 employment in the area has declined
by around ~oo workers. The drop in manufacturing exceeded this
figure, with substantial reductions in tobacco, textiles and ap.
parel, lumber, chemicals, and the miscellaneous group, Except
for a decline of 1$0 in construction, nonmanuf'acturing fields
either showed acme increase or held at a stable lErO'el.
DomiWard ,Trend of Employinent Seems l!robab!!

.

.

.

:roreeasts or lea.ding employers indicate thnt employment will
probably trend 1C1fer during the early months of the year. Reduc..
tions totaling several hundred are indicated in tobacco, paper and

printing, chemicals, trade, service, and government. Many manufacturing industries in the area were closed thrcugh the holidays,

although these raleaaes generally are expected to bo ot temporary dvaticn. A late report advises thnt 8'1me 1,200 p:rociuotion
workers at the Ropewell plant of the Allied Chocndcal Corporation
are on strike. The effect en tho area's eccncmy and the employ•
wnt level is unpredietable at thie time.
Area Covered
01tiest Petereburg1 Hopewell, and Colonial Heightv, Coun•
Oimd.dd1o 1 Prime Oeorge1 Surry, an:t part. ot Sussex. Popu•
lation1 USO census, l.06,165s Jul,-, 1957 eatimate, 1241 700. Peccn•
ber1 1958 estimated labor force• 421 h7>.

ties:

I

Total

Manuf'acturing
Food

a~

;o,s2' I 1.4 • i.6 10,92s io,12S
9,1so i~.~so -.o.s - 6.2 2,4SO 2,4;0
310 o.o /.3.2
so
320
50

30,02s 29,600
9,800

320

Kindred

Tobacco

Textile & Apparel

Lumber

Paper, Print.~
Chemicals
All Other

g/

&

. Pub. Util.

Trade
Finance, Ins. &
Real Ent.

Serrlce

Oovorment
All Other JI

250

2SO

2,6t0 - 2.1 - 6.8 l,080 l,120
200
200
300 o.o -16.6

720
700
s21 - 2.a -1;.6
Pu.b. 1,100
970 1~090 ,ll.4.) /. 1.8
2,730 2,7:;0 2,900 - 0.7 - ~.9
2,220 2,200 2,370 /. i.o - 6.3

Ncr:nanuf.'acturing

aonstruction
Transp., cam.

2,480 2,$$0

20.2~

19,a.so

20,01s ~

)0

100

30
lOO

120

120

i.9 /. 0.1 8,47S

6,275

1,600 1,700 11 7$0 • S.9 - B.6
1,$2$ 1,$00 i,soo .J. 1.7 (. i.1

6,,,7, s,aoo ' 6,oso (. 4. 7 /. o.4

86o

liO
180

640

40
180

2,160 2,56.?

810
220
610
810 o.o o.o
220
6,22s 6,150 6,150 ~ 1.2 ~ 1.2 4,370 4,370
J,650 ),7$0 ),67S /. 2.1 ~ 4. 7. 900 890
]JO
]JO
10
10
ISO o.o .13.3

.

~ Exel. aelf'-emp., dt--;mest.ics and a.r-ricultural. wi?kars. (App. 10,4$'0).

1/ Incl. fu.rnitUN, leather, &tone prcducta1 primary&. fabricated
metals, machinery and mineellaneoua in~.,uract·~ing.
J/ Incl•. mining and Quarrying.
.
Dirterenco between tot.ala and aum of items due to rounding."
sourcet

Virginia Stnte· Employment Service.

24.
'Petersburg is 1ocated in Southeastern Virginia at the source
of the Appomattox River.

It is

S2 miles north of' the

lkrth Carolina

border, 2) milea south of Richmond and 100 miles west of Virginia
Beach~

Its climate has a mean annual temperature, averages ,7.2 de-

grees with annual rainfall

or 44.04 inches.

major railroads and three major highways.

It. is served by three

Industrially, its primary

manufacturing businesses are tobacco products, luggage hardware,
ophthaimic optical materials, fountain pans, luggage, mattrasaes,

chemicals, beverages, bakery products, furniture, paper products and
textiles. Within its city limits it has a population of 35,0-'4• ·
A look at the above indicates there is practically no hoavy
industry end w1 th one or two exceptions (optical and chemical industries) no industry noted f'or its high wage base or demand tor highly
skilled work.ere.

However, as the News Letter shows its unemplay•

ment is less than the nat:lcnal average and there appears not to be
any great

swin~&;

in unemployment.

This stability ot the working

forces is usually reflected in tairly stable wage rates at somewhat
lower levels than is f'ound in heavy industry concentrations with

seasonal swings in employment.
Since Petersburg is. only 23 miles from Richmond, it is ob-

nous that there is probably ccnsiderable overlap in the business

economy ot the two cities, both as to employment and types of .busi•

nesa. These two cities perhaps will show us rather definitely in
the succeeding chapter that their war,a rntos and cost-of-living
1tem.s are substantially the same. Or the wage figures may indicate
a definite differential that can only be attributed to community
and/or historical patterns tor wage

pa~nt~.

RICHMCMD
Riclmlcnd is the capital c1 ty and key city of Virginia.

In

Richmond is found the most various f'.Sneral business and industrial
economy.

Richmond is the retail, wholesale, insurance and govern-

ment center or Virginia.
trade -

It has a good balance of manufacturing,

both retail and wholesale --, f'inance and insurance, and

government employment of its working torce•

The data below show

that unemployment in the Richmond area is substantially below na-

tional figures and indicate a rather stable employment situaticn.
It is also apparent that heavy industry does not play such an importailt:role in the area• s economy as 1.s .found in the major cities

ot the United States. Volume 15 - No. 1 of "Labor Market Trends •
A News T.etter, for January 19S9, published by the Virginia State
Employment Service is included below to give a picture of the Rich•
mond tabor fci.arket.

"Average Monthly

Empl~nt

Hits Rec::ord in 19?6

Average monthly employment in the Richmond metropolitan area
a record level in 19~8. Work forces were temporarily cut
during the first of the ynnr by revere weather conditions which
slowed outdoor activities. It was evi.den t, however, by early spring

~eached

that Richmond's employment va.s following closely its usual

pa~tern

and was not being affected by the nnticnal recession to the extent
felt in many other sections of the country. Southside Plaza Shopping
Center opened in March, and the eeonCllY was further boosted around
the Jld.ddle or the year by wrkers being transferred into the area by
Reynolds ~tals Company, Seaboard Airline Railroadt and the Richmond
Quartermaster Depot. Sulcessive increases were noted practicallJ'
every month for the rest or the year. Employment averages (figures
expressed in thousands) for each year 19h8 - 19$6 are given belows

l9SB
13?.3 131.. 7 138.S 144.1 147.2 149.l 147.• 3 1S2.2 16o.4 164.9
l~.e

26.

EmolOV11tent Peak :rcx; Year Reached Durins tecmber
.
Employment in Richmond .moved up to its yE1arly peak in U!cem·oor. By the middle ot the month apnroximately l701 4oO persons, in•
eluding 58 1 9$0 voan, vere emplo;rred in the area's establissnts.
Personnel gains of 2,000 sirr.:e November were largely confined to
seascnal expansions in nonmanufactur111g; however, tactcry payrolls
also increased. Housewives and students accepting temporaey jobs
tor the holiday season, and workers recallsd to tobacco firms, were
mainly reeoonsible for the employment. gains. retail trade added

1,9::>0 employees and the postal service hired over 800 extra workers.
A seasonal pickup in stemming and redrying operations, along vi.th
more business in cigarette factories, raised tobacco employment 400.
An expansion or 100 employees was noted in service. Partly offsetting the gains, some 900 workers were released by ccnstru.ction firms
during the month as weather conditions retarded outdoor activities.
Losses of 100 each were noted in chemicals and in the transportati~n
and finnnce groups.

Unemployment increased from 61 310 in November to 6 1 500, in•
eluding 2, 700 women, in December. The gain was largely comprised
ot men released i'rcm construction and other outdot..T jobs. Since
a majority o£ thos$ hired in trade and government were students

and housewives, the expansion in these two industries had little
effect on the joblsss level. Tha p.ropcrtion or Richmond• o unemplo,-ad workers in December remained near the November rate or about

3.3 par cent. Tho unadjusted na.ticnal average for both periods was
around six per cent. Oompnred with a year ago 1 unemployment was
this December.

1,soo higher

Area Covered

Richmond City and counties of Henrico· and Chesterfield.

Populaticnt 1950 census, 328,050J July 1958 estimated, 392,JOO.

Currant labor force abCtut 195 1 6001 including the above employment
and unemployment, plus 16, 700 self-employed, unpaid family and
domestic workers, end 21 000 agricultural workers.

27.
ESTIMATED natAORICULTURAL EMPLG'YME:!rl! OF WAGE AND SAL.t\RT WORKERS

By Industry and Sex

Richmond Metropolitan Area
~~T_ot_n_l_E_t!'lO~~_._1._/~-- %Chnnse From Female Emt>.2/
Dec.

Industry
I

-

Nov.

Dee.

Dec.

Dee.

19$6

1958

1957 1958 1957

1958

1958

II

III

VI!

Vll!

IV

V

170,400 168,400 168,700 tl.2

Total

39,900

M4.l1UFACTUR!WG
DUR.ABIE G''' ODS
Lumber b Wood

10,200
Prod. 2,200

Fab. Metal Prod.
Fab.Struo.Met.Proc:t.

Other Our. Goods

J/

NCNDURll.BtE aeons
Food & Kindred Prod.

Bakery Products
Tobacco Mtgs.
Cigarettes
Apparel & other
Fin. Prcd.
Paper Br Allied Prod.

h,700
1,600
3,300

29,700

4,hoo

11 900
9,boo
61 700
21 600

.39,600 39,100
10,200 9,600
2,200 21 300

4;700
1,6oo
3,300

3,700
3,300

Commercial Printing 1 1 200
$1 900

1,200
61 000

&

Chem. & Allied Prod.

Other Nondurable

-

h/

NtNMA'\\lUFAOTURnm

Milling

200

10,100

l~,600
Transp. ,cormt. &
Pub. Util.
Trade
46,600
Retail Trade
33,400
Fin. 1Ins.& Real Est. 131 800

Insurance
Services
Government

t 1.0 sa,sso s1,4oo

,to.a f o.s 11,350 11;100

o.o 6.2 l,S5o 1,550
o.o - 4.4 2SO 250

o.o ,tlh.6
o.o - $.9

3,200 o.o f 3.1

950

100

350

950

100

350

200

o.o - 2.6
o.o f ;.1
1,100 o.o f 9.1
5,900 -1.7 o.o
200 o.o o•o
3,600

;,200

700
750
1,1$0 1,1$0
400

900

-

hOO

950

-

130,SOO 128,800 129,000 fl.3 f 1.2 47,6oo 46,300
200

Construction

4,100
1,700

VI

Nov.

29,400 30,100 11.0 - 1.3 9,800 9,S$0
4,400 41 S()') o.o • 2.2 850 850
2,000 1,900 -s.o o.o
450 500
9,000 9;6oo ,th.4 - 2.1 4,400 4,050
6,600 6,Soo 11.s t 3.1 2,900 2,800
2,eoo 2,900 o.o - ).4 1,800 1,600

31 700
31 300

Print., Pub.
Allied Ind.

Goods

-

Nov.

6,900

28,900
14, 700

200

200

o.o o.o

-

-

11,600 11,700 -7.6 - 8.6
SSC> SSo
15,700 15 1 900 -o.6 • l.9 3•SSO 31 5$0

44,100 4S,6oo 1'}J.2 I 2.2 l5,7$0 14,?So
;1,soo ;2,;00 /6.o I 3.113,450 i2,4so
13,900 13,700 -0.1
6,900 6,900 o.o

~

0.1 6,250 6,250
o.o 3,550 3,$50

28,soo 20,000 ./-0.3 I 3.2 14,100 14,150

13,900

13,900 tS.a Is.a

1,400

1,oso

!/ Rounded to nearest 50. i/ Includes
furniture and fixtures, stone, clay and glass prcducts, prinnry
metals, machinery-, transportation equipment and miscellaneous
manufacturing. JJ/ Includes textile, rubber and leather products,
and products or petroleum and coal."

1:f Rounded to nearest 100.

Sources

Virgi. nia State Employment, service.

28.

Ricr.mond's pop!!lation in its tootropolitan area is approximately
400 1 000 people. Personal income per fa."!lily is approximately
$6,300 and per capita $1,900. In describing its eco!l:)tnic background the £ollow.tng passage is taken from Hill's City Directory.
.
"Supportinr; the metropolitan population of Richmond of
more than one-third of a million people is an unusually diversified and strong economic background. * * * *
While economic f{eograpbers attempt to ty~ most individual
cities as distributing centers, manufaeturinr centers, and sue h,
Richmond defies any such classification. Industrial importance or
Richmond is sttffieiently indicated by tha fact thnt this city,
maasured by t.he tot.al value or production, ranks among the first
in the South, according t.o the latest ::rmtlable coosus. * * ~ -~
From the standpoint of distribution, both wholesale and ret:\ll,
this city ranks amonr. the forem.>st Southeastern cities. * * *' *
Richmond ie traditionally the financial center or a wide
area, leading to the location here of the Federal Reserve Bank of
the Fi.t'th District serving fi,re states. A number of insurance companies also make their headquarters in this city.
* ** Its
several colle ::,es and its historic importance brlng additional revenue £rom students and tourists. u ?./

*

Richmond tren is a center for the State of Virginia in In-

dustry, wholesaling, retail5.ri..g 1 tobacco, insurance, finance trans-

portation, and historical attractions for the tourist trades.

~s

importance and balance in its econoyqy contrlrutes substantially to
the fact that in titn=l of depression

an~

hard hit than mst inwstr!al centers.

recession Richmond is less
~is

is pointed out in the

figures presented earlier on employnP.nt and une:rploy:nent.

The stability

or

its labor force is one

r actor that

ter into its relative position on area differentials.

2/

will en-

The different

Hill's Citf Directory f'or P.ichmnd, Virginia 1 Published 19~6,
P.O. Box 7671 Richmond, Virginia, P. P. XVI - XVII.

types or businesses givo a good cross-section not only on many jobs

but large numers in each categor,r.

Roughly, one-third of the total

employed in November 1957 1 (approximately 1701 000) are females.
WillCHESTER

Winchester, a city or Northern Virginl. a, is in a rioh agri-

cultural area.

'Its majorltq of its indnstry is related to agricul-

ture in the processing ot ita products.

Wlnobester•a position at

the head or the Shenandoah Valley brings it ro nsiderable trade from

tourists•. This c1 ty was selected f'or this study because it gave a
contrast in climate and economic base.

lis

the data that follow will

show, this city and its surrounding county derive the mjor p;trt of
their incbme from the land.

'l'l'P refore, emplopent has seaoonal

shif'ts that do not exist so widely in tte other three cities.

The

data are from The Virginia State Employmnt service's ntabor Mar•
ket Trend" Newsletter for No,-ell'ber, 1958.

•Unemplol!'!nt DroP! Sbarplz
The 1958 apple harvest in the Wimhe s~r area was a little
alow getting tmder way oocnuse or grower dissatisfaction with prices.
Once this o'lstaele was owrc:>me, however, harvest or one or tho la:r- ·
gest cmps on record p:oceeded rapidly, and once agal.n, tlE:re was
work for m:>st anyone in need or enployment. Unemployment, Wiicll in
July was estimated at 1, ?So, dropped to 475. The ratio of' unemployment to tba labor force was 2.5 per cent.
majority of the jobseekers were those few tnople who for one reason or another were
either not qualified to wrk or who did not wim to work in the
apple orchards or the processing plants.

Tm

Food Processinl', Activity At Peak

P.etween June and mid-October, there was an overul rise in
area payrolls of 21 215 from the June fir-ure or 111 4CO. Peak activity in Food Proceasi?lrr, plus minor gatns in other indlstries,

pushed total nonagricultural employtrf3nt up to 131 675, a figure

closely approximating the year ago total of' lh,ogJ. '.Ihe overthe-year difference was primarily cite to doveloprrents in the Textile industry, which, during the period, saw the indefinite closing of one large mill.1t and reduced employment.in others.

A four-month gain of 21 100 was mted in Manufacturine. At
mid-month, soim 21 675 people were working in Food Processing plante

COlllpPlred ld th the June total of 600. Generally improved business
eondt tions accounted for a rise of 100 in the n All Other11 Manufacturing group and an ir.crease of 2$ in Ltmher and Furniture. Textiles continued to decline, falling oft by. about 100 workers. The
aforementioned job total in Food Processing represents the P' ak for
the year and is beginning to taper off. The large volue of apples
this year, hmrever, taxE?d the facilities of storage and processing
plants, and it is, therefore, exp:icted that sev,:::ral or the larger
processors will run into Januaq or Fabmnry.

!fonfacto!Z Rolls Rise Moderatel.y
?lonmanufacturing gained moderately during the .four-month interval, reaching a t.otal of 81 275, an increase or 175. Movement ot
harvested apples necessitated an e:xpansion of 50 in Transportation.
Harvest payrolls upped the amount of n>ney in circulation, requir...
ing merchants to add 50 extra salespeoplr., and improved conUtions
in the Construction industry brouv.ht abtJUt the ad<liti.on of 75 extra
hands. Services a rd the "All Other" Nonmanufacturing group remained
stable dU:ring tie period.
·

Area Covered
Oity of Winchestert Counties of Clarke am Frederick.
F.stimated_ l957 population; 431 700. App:roximat$ laltor force 191 125.

31.

ESTIMATED EMPLOYl€NT BY

nmusrtcr 'll

Winchester, Va.

Indust1'7

I

TOTA!.

Total F.mrg.opnent
Oct.
June
Oct:
1958
1958
1957
!I

III

IV

.% ·Chan,ge From
Jure
1956

Oct.
1957

V

VI

---

MANUF AC TmUNO

600

.;. 345.8

o.o

Food & Kindred
Textiles

2,67S

350

L~

2,67'5
800

All Other]/

1,950

l,850

* l, 775

6.2 /.: 6.2
5.4 .;. 9. 8

8,27$

a,100

a,400

2.1 - 1.)

Lumber & Fumiture

llD?lMANU!''AC TtP.IMG

Construction

425

l,07S

Transp., Comm. & Pub.Util. 1,150
Trade
2,9SO
Services
1,900
All Other 3/
1,200

-

400

i,ooo
1,100
2,900
1,900

1,200

400

-

22.2 -56.2

1.s o.o
4.$ -

2.1

l.7 - 1.7

o.o o.o
o.o ... h.o

l/ Excludes self-employed, do:mstics and agricultural workers
(approxi~.ately 51150).

J!

In order not to divulge employment of individual nrea firms,
this gr.:>up includes firms enr;a~ed in printing and publishinr;, and mnnufncturers or chemicals, rubber, stono, clay and
glass, and primary matal products, ll'l<'lthinery {including electrical) and professional and scientific instrunents.

}/ Incltdes agricultural services, mining, nnd govemmont.

*

Revised.

Source:

Virginia State Employment Service.

Tho area in!onnation quoted bolow l'f~S provided by the Virginia
ntvision of Planning and Econondo TievC'lopnent.

ll'rederick County (area 432 sq. mi.... 2761 480 acres) lies in
the Valley and Ridge ProvJ.nce at the uppc:r end or the Shenan<:bab

32.
~!alley,

with foothills of the Allegheny Mountains in its western
portion. Temperatures average 34° in ,Januncy1 76° in July. Precipitation is about 36 inches annually. Altitil~.es vary from 500
feet along Opequon Creek on the east boundary to 21 900 feet on
the high western ridges. About 47 per cent of the total area is
wooded; there are small sawmills .and sm;e wood-using industries.
Mineral. resources are varied and include manganese which has been
mined in years past and limestonn, brick clay, and glass sand which
are now in production.
·

Frederick has excellent farms. It is Virginia•a greatest.
apple-growing county and a ruitional leader also. Records show that
apple trees were planted as early as 17411 but the first con:mercial

orchard dates from 1675. Fri"it produces the biggest ahnre of farm
inc~me -- .37 :per cent in 1949. Next in inportanco are livestock
(cattle, hogs) and poultry {chickens, turkeys, egrs), each contri-

buting about one-fourth of f'arm income.
dairy fams.

There are also many !ine

Much of the area's manuraeturlng is closely related to the
apple industey, for there are large packing and storage houses, and
plants makin~ apple butter and sauce, vinegar, .eider, apple oandyl

and apple bnrrols and orates. Other JJ!.-1?\Ufactures include woolens,
hosiery,. knitvear, baked goods, dairy products, flour, imal, feeds,
frozen fruits and poultry, lumber, mill\VOrk 1 chemical spray ma-·
terials, concrete blocks, bricks, rubber heels and soles, plastics,
brake lining, and commercial printin~. Tho largest employme!lt is

found in textiles and food products.
'Ihere is a steady stream of t.ourist travel since Frederick
County and Winchester are situat:::d at the northern entrance to the
famous Shenandoah Valley- and to Shenancbah national Park and the

Sky-line Drive.

thousands

Winchestor•s annual Appln Blossom Festival draws

or visitors

and attracts natimnd.de interest.

Frederick
County
1950 17,517

lJ,841

1940 1h1008

12,095

Frederick Co. Wincheater
1950 1940 1950 1940

p,;r Cent

Winehester

White
Y.ale

Native ( 21 yrs.
e~

over}

\<Jhi te ( nati w)

1930 13,167
Population

or

101 85$

91.7 91.2

99.3 99.s

98.S 98.6

97.3 96.7
34. 8 ;7.1

9:).6 90.2
o.o 0.2

46.4 47.3

inoorporated towns,, 1950:

Midc!letown

Sourcet

Fam

-

•n.o

97.8
$1.0 51.$

.)86

Stephens City

676

Virginia Division of Pla,ming and Econoode tevelop100nt

Labor Resources
M~1e

Frederick Countz

lL years and over
In labor f orco
Per cent in labor .force
Persons

'Femam
1940

-- 5,167

6,017

82.2

l,210
20.1

4,8'J8
633
13.2

5,9L2

S,1$2.

41.l

34.o

19SO

191,o

6,220
5,291

4,249

85.1

!9>0

WinchGster
Perso m llt years and over
In labor force
Per cent in labor force

Sourcot

'!irglnia Division

4,911

4,145
84.4

or

4,$10
J,667
81• .3

2,442

1,751

Plonni.nr; and Economic Developmnt,

Ineome

Frederick
'1he
Winchester State
countz

Per capita income, 19h7
Per capita ineo»e 1 1950

Per eay,ita incorr:e, 1953

Families and unrelated individualss
Median incom, 19h9
Per cent having incooo s lass
than ~2,000

e

903
984

$ 1,006

f. 1,267
993
$ 11 3Sl $1,l.L4
$ 1,$22 .$1,361

$ 1,869

$ 2,3s3 $2,172

$
$

53.3

b0.6

46.S

34.
Sources;

1947, 199>, and 1953 per capita figures from Bureaµ
of Population and E conomie Research, University of
Virginia, 1955.

1949 median. figures from 19$0 U. s. Census of Popu•
lation, based on 20 per cent sample.

According to the Virginia Department ot 'l'nxaticn• the average
ratio or the assessed value of real estate to its actual sale value
in 19'0 was 2).1 per cent in Frederick County and 27.3 par cen~ in
'Winchester. ~ccording to the Virginia State Corpcra.tion Commission
the statewide ratiio of the assessed value of public service corporation property to lts true Yalue is 4o.o per cent. For the other
classes or taxable property, no accurate estimrlte of the ratio ot
aasese;ed to true value can be ma.de.
EMPW!MiiliT

Frederick Count:y;
Male
Female

Wi rx: hes ter

.,.

-

Male

Female

-

··1950 . 1940 ' 1950. 19llO.' l9SO 1940. 1950 1940
~IJ, ~l;P!OYED ~~RSJNS

S,191 4,0SS 1,160

,94 3,987 ;,430 2,339 l,66b

Agriculture, forestry,
fishery
1,869 2,U7
·71
Mining
93
Construction
597
307
Manuf'aoturing
1,1S4 763

321 lh2

utilitios
trade

337

301

14
70
)$

21
2

f'ransportation, commu.nication, public

346
678

Finance, Insurance,
Real Estate

28
Business & repair serv. 136
Personal sortiees
72
Amusements, recreation
20
·Professional. services
68
(including teachers)
Public ad.'llinistraticn
(governnent.)

Industry not reported

s

41

36"

3

-

2h

16

1

2

109
386

923·

WD

344

94 1,200
3

137"
177 197' 228
12
2
6.3

13$

,,

8,4

13.3' 132

2

l'>6

10)

623

.,,

9

6
370

SS

313

38

4

JJ

h

193

151

448

2Sl

37

37

JJl
18

13.3

h

*

3

*

6

*

* Included with goverrumnt

4S6

-

49

39

Armed Forces

16

$

~26'

99

8

1

208

37

24

6

91

21
297
980

20'

6o
66

On duty with U. S•.

Sources

]$9

97

64

$71

23

20

.

24

h

*

in 1940

Virginia Division of Pl.a.Ming and Economic Development

MAN UFACTtmma

·Frederick Countz
::: : :19li7 : .• 1939
No. of astnblishmenta
Production workers
Value added by

mtg.

29

i,ooo
fh.lS4,ooo

Winchester
1939

1941

17
34$

17
1,423

S525,ooo $$,423,ooo
Frederick
Count% ,

liumber of establishments by type, l947t

29
1,896

&3,3~,ooo

Winchester

Food and kindred products
Textile mill products
Lumber and basic lumber products
Furniture and fixtures
Printing and publishing
Chemicals and allied products

ll
2

6

8

2
l
2

Rubber products

1
l

Stem, clay, and glass prcducts
Primary met.a.l industries

$

Scurcet

3

--

-..
1

l

Virginia Division of Planning and F.ccnor.de tevolopment.

AGRICULTURE
Number of farms, 19$0

Land in farms, l9SO
Per cent or area in farms
ft.veraga size of farms, 19$0

Cropland, 1950

Woodland on farms
Pasture lard

1,,48

199, 760
12.3
129.0
91 1 20,!5
68, lBO

acrGs

acres
acres
acres

31,278 ncros
9,091 acres

Other land on farms

Fam acreage by si£G of .farms, l950t

Per cent

Per cent of
llu:ri>er

Under $0 acres
to 99 acres
l.00 to 179 acres
180 to 259 acres
260 to 499 acres
500 to 999 acres

SO

i,ooo

acres and over

Value

or

578
282
318

l?S
144
42
9

31.3

all rams

Ac rear.a

18.2

19,9LS

10.0

lt9,74~

18.7
24.9

20.~

10,494

11• .3

h2,78$
37,.347

o.6

26,791
12 1 6S3

9.3
2.7

all fa.rm products sold, 19h9 - $4,SB9,223.

of total

S.3

21.4

13.h

6.3

Principal sources or £arm income were t

$1,773,494 from tru.its and nuts (applos, peaches, cherries) highent county in the state.

-tl,138,h65

f~Olll

livestock and livestock products {cattle,

hogs, calves, sheep, wool).

·

.

$1 1 0611 302 frca poultry and poultry products (chickens,
turkeys, eggs) - 6th highest county in the state.
Sourcet

Virginia Dirl.sion Qf Planning arid Economic Development.
FGREST RESOURCES

Freder:tck County has approximately 1291100 ncres

or

commer-

cial f crest exclusive of public reserved and other nonccmmercial
forest land.

About ;6.B par cent

er

the timbor is softwood (Vir-

ginia. pine, shortleaf pine, white pine, red cedar, and other softwoodS), and 6).2 per cent is hardwood (red osk, wh.i.te oak, yellow
poplar, black locust, hickory, black gum 1 and miscellaneous hard-

woods).

The Virginia Forest Servi l"G estimates that annual growth

amounts to 21 617,"'00 board feet and annual drain to much more,
ah...,ut 7 1 291,000 beard feet.

CHA.PTER

m

WAGE DIFFER.mTIALS
In this chapter by mans of discussion and tables shewing
wage pamnonts in the different localities, it will he shown that

wage differentials do exist.

The data secured are from confiden-

tial sources and must be presented in auch a manner that there can

be no association of a particular job with a. particule.r firm,

l<!hY. E...~nings

Firo£:eS Are Not Used

a, Earnings depend upon the experience ot the work
force as ct a given time.

Variations in force

turnover can cause wide fluctuations in the

average experience of the force with consequent
variations in the average paid rates which are
unrelated to wage level changes.

b. Earnings may vary widely

fre;'tn

week to week as

a result of' such variables as premiU111 pay ror
Sunday and holiday wotk and premium £or late

shitt. work.
c. Average earnings are subject to rn2id fluctuations due to changing force composition and
progression wai:e increases.

Such data lose

sign:l.ficence quickiy1 thus invalidating the
data tor use irl' wage

comparisons~

Averaue Effective Maximum Rates

Use~

Instead what is used is the average effective maxim.um rate.
The tr.average etf'ecti ve maxim.um rate" for a job cl.assifica•

tion is the weekly amount which can be renched by the average employee in the job classification.

The significance of the word

"ei'fect.ivett lies in the tact that. the effect of regularly paid and
ascertainable bonuses is added in the computation of the effective
maximum.

In other words, the compnrison 1s directed toward the data.

tor e;:ich job classification used which uill represent the basic maxl•

mum rate for a week's work.
The use or maximum rates eliminates the effect ot variables
which cause nuctuations in earnings and -makes possible a comparison which is more valid and more stable.

More valid as to what is

available for the worker to earn. More stable as to time than actual.
paid rates.

It is logical, then, to make wage rate conipRriscns en a

basis which provides a common measurement not subject to variables
caused by fluctuations in force numbers, hours worked, premium pay,
and/or differentials ...

tetermination of Job and W@ge Rate

Occupational coverage is 11mited to jobs that are pertcrmed
in each ecmunity.

a nUl!lber

or

A comparison or job contents was mde against

predetermined occupational. descriptions renerally found

throughout industry. (A list ot the job definitions used is included

at the end of the chapter tor read,y reference.)

The wa({e rate data are based on rates paid to full-time en-

ployees f cr the average basic straight-time veok in tha designated

.

occuoation and grade.

'lbe variation in the length of the basic
work
.

week is reflected 1.n tho weighted average hours column.

Supplemen-

tal payments, such ns regular bonuses, coat-of-living supplements
or meal allowances, have been included in tha rates if the amounts
were on a continuing basis and could bo detarminod with reasonable

accuracy. Wage rates

~or

"work leadarsu, nstraw bosses", and

"aupermerit enployoes" have been excluded.
In gathering material for this study many more than the six

.

craft. and six clerical jcbs were included.

However, these twelve

jobs are the jobs that can be more closely coq,ared for each lo-

cality.

After the data was gathered they had to be worked up into

the forms that follow. The top ten pt:ir cent and
of the figures were thrown out.

lowe~

ten per cent

Thia was to eliminate the effect

ot the extremely high or low paid workers at either end of the
stratum. Most of the wage rates are for 19$7 and are probabl::r al-

ready out-of-date for most businesses due to inflationary factors
in the econcl'llY• No historical data of shift over the years in
. wage differentials is presented due to the difficulty of securing

such data and the necessity of limiting the scope of this paper.
•'

Continuing wage surveys by a firm vould provide this information
however,
Hours in Work week

In the craft jobs the shortent work week is 37 .So hours

{tor a machine compositor - newspaper, in Richmond). The longest

hours are
also).

42.34 hours

{for a truck driver - mdi.um - in Richmond

Most craft. jobs, however, do cluster right around 40.00

hours in tho basic work week.
generally uooer 40.00 hours.

Clerical jobs on the othor hand are
The basic work wek appears to be

generally in the neighborhood of 40.00 hours with occaaicnol variations on the down aide tor female clerical operations.

In Vir-

ginia, at least there does not apt:1ea.r to be much movement toward
the 35-hour week; particularly in industries.

A JS-hour weok was

round in a rev instances in the lnrger cities in the insurance

businesses.
Factors in an Individual Firm's Ratas
In ccmparing the vape rates, the most frequently received

supporting statements concerning a f'irm' s rates were1
Occupational factors as a. Hazards to heal th and safety.
b.

Disagreeable conditions, heat, cold, odors.

c. Hours

or

work.

d.

Loeat1c:n or place or employment.

e.

Stabill ty ct enployment.

f•

Pension, Medical, Vacation. benefits.

Industry factors as a.

Growth or declining buainess.

b. General business condi tiona in t'.1e area.
c.

Supply and demand or WJrkers.

d.

Competition of Oovermmnt or some other
large single employer.

lil.
Almost all rates given were given with acme supporting

statements about a particular firm's position in the market.
While ratea might be generally lower, most firms felt their hours

of work, place

or

employment, employee benetits, etc., mre than

of'fset tha difference their Elllployees might receive at another
firm in the same or another locality.

Surprising~

enough, though

the bilsineas recession ot 1957-19'8 had alreacJ7 set in, most firms
were optimistic about their own position and sau very little chance
of lay-offs.

None considered the possibility of wage reductions at

that tine or in the near future.
The statements presented were used to justify both higher

or lower wage rates. Many firms stated also that, they were most
interested in being competitive· in wage rates within their own area
of business rather than the cormnu.nity.

in small.er firms.

This was particularly noted

The idea seemed to be, for example, that a build·

ing supply firm was more in competition with other such firms than
with insurance or banking.

Perhaps within the area of differentials,

there exists within certain industries;, di:f'ferentiala not only by
regions but within the community itselt' tor certain jobs that are
substantial.

Since a cross secticn of the Commun! ty is what was

obtained, the figures will not sbov this kind of a differential.

Sirre the study is concerned with area differential within the
state, no attempt has been made to develop regional differentials

tor a single industry or job.

Frequently in discussing job classifications mny firms
gave employees additional or less duties than the job descriPtion called fer.

This was because 1n smaller t.trms the volume

ot work vas not sufficient for a. pure breakdown. of job duties
into the standard industrial classification used.

Most of these

jobs were eliminated and not used unless 7'% or more of the duties

or the employee cam under the job descripticn.

What all this leads to is the statement that job and w age
comparisons can be rather nebulous. Joe Smith might say to his

boss he has a friend in another city making ten dollars a week more
for the sama jcb as Joe is doing.

This statement. would be rnthar

questionable on the race of it due tc all too frequently poor de·
lineation as to what the real job duties are.

It is pretty certain

thcugh from the figures presented and fr;; m a consensus

or

statements

•de to this surveyor that "a sincle rate for a. single job" is
practically nonoxistent.

The railroad industry and the

u. s.

and

State Govem112nts in some oasest do have single rates for a given
job on a statewide basis.

Scm.e ccmpanies have this policy on a

ccmpany-wide basis for n given area but not always where different

areas are involved.

one firm, not in this survey, had its wage

rates sat by union-management negotiations based on the FhiladelphiaPJ.ttsburgh area. wage rates.

About a year later it was reported 1n

the newspapers that this finn had closed down due to econcmic rea-

sens.

(The rates were substantially higher than the community rates

(for the same job) in which it operated a dolln.r an hour more) •.

in some eases as much as

~~rison

of Specific Jobs and Pay - Craft

A comparison

or

craft jobs by locat\.on shows som specific

differentials as tora
Wgto. Avg. Wgtd. Hrst.
of
In P..asic
Effect. Max. Work Week
Carp:nto r ( Mtce) 'B,
Wages
Hours

Ho. ot
Emplol!:!es

$ 70~00

40,00

94

Petorsmrg

86.92

89

.Richmond

79.44

bo.oo
4o.!O

64

40.00

10

Danville

f

Winchester

59.39

'lhis shows for tb9 above job a differential

or

27. 53 between

the Petersburg (highest st, $86.92 per week) and l:lincheater (lowest
at

f,59.39 per week). Winchester with only ten employees indicates

that perhaps this lim or \Ork is not easily pursued in that the
demand is apparently not too great.
rate.

However, there is n dtr'terence of only .five ell'!ployees be·

tween Danville and Petersburg

exists.

'11lis may account for tile lower

~t

a differential of

~16. /2

per week

This perhaps can be attributed to industrial developmnt.

Ptlltersburg has close: by a lnrge single employer in the chemical inQistry (high wage rnte industry) and Danville has its largest

single ernployer in the textile industr.y (a comparative:cy- low wage
rate industry). Wbatewr the reasons, it is pretty appare:"lt that
wage differentials do exist tor this Job.

Ws.
Wgtcl. Avg.

of

In '.Basie

V.achine Compositor - Effec. Max.
Newsptper

Wgtd. Hrs.

Wages

Work Week
Hours

No. or
Em'Plpes

ll.3. 36

J.io.oo

34

Petersburg

110.21

40.00

20

Richm'1nd

108.00

31.50

101

71.;h

40.00

6

Danville

~

Winchester

And, I always

thou~t

that the jobs in the printing business com-

manded the same rate tar a man in a given classif'icationl ThenJ
exists not only a di:f£orential ns to unges but own as to hours

worked as 37.SO hours in Richa'Jlld as compared to the other three
cities With a 40.00 hour week.

The lA:rgest spread in this classl-

fication is. $42.02 per -week or a dollar per hour bet\leen r;Qnville
There must be so.w other com-

(highest) and Winchester (lowest).

pensation for living in Winchester for a mn in this trade or he
would pack up and go tr> Danville.

But, perhaps, he isn•t aware

or

the extent or the differential or does not have the "mobility or
labor" economist wrl te of so often.
\<Jgtd. Avg.

Wgtd. Hrs.

of

In Basic
Machine Operator B Eff'ec. ¥...ax. Work itJeek
{ PieceW> rlc )(Female) Wages
Hours .

No. ot
E::ployee s

62. 88

40.00

92

Petersburg

66.00

w.oo

22

Richmond

88.12

Winchester

60.00

40.oo
40.oo

Danville

$)

For this compar.i.son, Richmond is highest at $68.12 for a

.38
)5

Lo.oo hour

week, while Wimhester has an average mxtmum rate of ~60.00 per a

4S.

40.00 hour week.

This can be attributed to the processing o:t sea-

sonal types or products {agricultural and rruit) in the 'Wi-oohester

area but the fact remains that a tennle employee op!ratinr. a ma•
chine and falling in this el.1ssifiention cbes not do nearly as wll
in any or the other three cities as she doea in Richmom.

In the

preceding chapter we saw that Danville is a large employer of women
workers -

mainly in textile work.

Riobmond employs large numbers

of' VJmen in its tobacco industry- and related businesses such as
cont:\incrs and pgekages.

Perhaps the differential exists because

ot tm types or industry

but a textile firm in Ricbmnd would have

a bard time getting elllployees at the Danville rate in Richm:>nd i f
it is oni,- an industr,y difference.
Wgtd. Avg.

Wgtd. Hrs.

Effec. II.ax.

l~ork

or

wases

Stockman

In Basic
lieek

Hours

No. o.f.'
E!P±Ol!e~

sa.oo

ho.10

UJ

Petersburg

77.(:(,

40.00

12

Richmond

68.33

ho.32

100

\iinche-s:tcr

70.53

ho.Ji2

19

$

Danville ·

Winchester and Danville :reverse tm ir previous roles, but Petersburg
shows a $19.66 df.ff'ereme above Danville.

Petersburg has the high-

est wage and tm lowest hours.
Wgtd. Avg.

ol
Pipe & Steam Fitter Eff'ec. Max.
{Mtce.) B

Danville
Petersburg

Richmond
Winchester

Wages

Hrs.
In.Basic

Wgtd.

Work Week

Hours

No. of
Employees

tt n.4o
ao.53

40.00

40.00

22
-9

87.91

41.56

46

40.31

8

~3.80

h6.
1hia job, is not to be contused w.i.th construction work's
Pipe and Stea?l'lf'itter•s ,job.

This work is a year-round job for a

bus)..ness and is strictly naintemnce.
tor or the

W> rk

13ecause tl:e seasonal fac-

is reuoved, the job pays less per week rut prob-

One subject to the var.arles ot

ably averages out f1'1' the year..

construction work in both its seasonal and cyclical variations
would probably receive less for the year even if' his rate per hour

vero hl.gher.
Wgtd. Avg.

Wgtd. Hrs.

of
F.ffec. Mu.

In Pasic
Work Week

wan:es

Hours

No. of
E!£loyecs

c 58.oo

40.00

$

l\:l terab1.irg

12.12

40.00

54

Richmnd

6).uO

42.34

156

Winchester

49.00

40.00

8

Truck Driwr - 11.ed.

Danville

1.'he differences for this job are apparent.

It is true possibly

from a statistical basis tmt the mmplo :fbr Danville and Winchester

is rather small.

A larger sample m:tJtht show less deviation.

Rich-

imnd, being a so much l."lrger city, has more delivery tYP' s or busi·

ness and, therefore, is rather !"eavil7 represented.

This happens

to be true ror every job category since Richm:>nd is so mach larger
than the other cities represented, a situntion that should prevail
i f the representation io 1:o be kept in balance.

My conclusion is

that Danville and W'lnchester have less need for this kind of worker
which would surely reflect itself

,jn

lower wage rates.

To this point we have seen a variance in cities as to which

or

one paid h:i.r,her or lower wages.
we find

the six craf't jobs compared,

the following distribution.

Paid 2nd
llighest

Paid 2nd
Lowest

. Paid
Lowest

. Rate

Rate

Rate

Rate

Danville

l

0

4

1

Petersburg

3

3

0

0

Richmond

2

2

2

0

·O

l

0

s

Paid
Highest

Winchester

1his should fairly definitely establish that Winchester has lower

rates, not only foT given jobs, but for almost any jobs. Danville,
while not the lowest, smws up in the lowest and second lowest
category five out of six times.

Richmond and Petersburg on the
.,

'

other hand are in the upper strata in wage paynJ)nts for the jobs
.
.
compared. To me this indicates a clear area differential in wage
rates.
Comparison of Specific Jobs

am

Pay .. Clerical

Clerical and Associated Jobs
Wgtd. Avg.

Bookkeeping Mach.
Opr. - B

of
Effec. &x.
Wages

Wgtd.

Hrs.

In Basic
Work Week
No. of
Hours
ES?loyees

$ 49.08

39.82

l4

Petersburg

46.96

39.17

J5

Richmnd

61.56

39.22

200

Winchester

62.41

40.00

8

Danville

48.
As was pointed out in the preeodl.ng chapter in the backgmund m.'!terlal .fbr the oitien, Richnr.md is a banidng1 retailinr, 1 vhole-

saling, and insurance

cent~r.

This accounts sOJ!'!ewhat ror the heavy

number of female employees in each job categor;; in the clerical

field.

This surveyor had tho impression that this job uas one of

the premium female clerical jobs in the Wimheater area.

Winchester

hnd no wo Ikers in the llookkeeping Machine Operator A classiticntion
as did the other cities which is a higher paid job.

Allowing tor

this, it is clear that Ric}m)nd pays substantiall:r more .for the job
compared above than do tho other cities.

And besides Richmnd 1s a

shopper's paradise for the femals, a benefit not to be overlooked.
Wgtd. AV©t

or

Wgtd. Hrs.

In Basic
Work Week

Ho. of

Hours

E!!!el2l!!eS

$ 59.61

39.99

93

Petersburg

66.9$

31.79

73

Richmond

66.37

)8.47

200

Winchester

~1.9$

w.1s

26

Ettec. Max.
Cl.em B (Intermediate)
Wa!?os
Dnnvi.lle

IJhere appears to be le aa spread between wage r.ntes paid for the

sane job in the four cities, but the rates are falling in about.
the same pattem for each of the jobs surveyed.

'lhe smaller

cities appear to be paying less than the larger ones as mtght
be expected.

Wgtd. Avg.

Punched Card Equip.
Operator - A

Wgtd. Hr3.

of

In Basic

F.ffeo. l'.ax.
•• Wa5es

Work 'Weck
Hours

?fo. or
El!!ElOl!;eS

$ 70.00

to.(.\')

16

~tersburg

60.oo

40.00

2

Richmnd

73.49

.39. 31

69

Wine bester (Nale}

83.91

40.00

2

Danville

'lhis description was included to show a job that is usually a fair-

ly advanced clerical job, that pays uell1 does not oven exist for
females in Winchester.

'ihere is only one i'im in Petersburg in

this survey that employs this type of workt.?r.

While IR'li machine

operators are supposed to be a hu.s5.nessman•s salvationc from rising
clerical costs, it is evident that only large firms with greater

financial resources have gone into this operation.

A fe?mlle trained

in this job probably w-..ild have to secure other types

or W>rlc

:tf' she

were in Petersburg and Winchester.
'1.here are li111i. tations in job openings as well as in war,es
paid in the smaller oommunit1es, a factor that mst bo considered

b1 both employee and employer.

1his certainly renects in area

difi'erontiela under the category of supply and demand.

If an em-

ployer in Wlnchaster were to begin ttds type of work he might

either arbitrarily set a rate to be paid or secure information
from firms in other cities as it would be virtually impossible to

:seettre' wage rate information within tho commun!t{!.

Wgtd. Avg.

ot
Ettec. Max.
Wages

Wftd. Hrs.

n Basic

No. of

work Week
Hours

Employees

~" 89.38

40.00

8

Petersburg

88.a>

40.00

lJ.

Richm:>nd

8h.96

38.43

100

Wimhester

60.68

.39.00

s

Secretary

Danville

While Richmond is third hirt.hest in average WGE!S paid, the
hours worked are less so that the r.tgures must be adjusted for
that~

In the clerical jobs Richm'lm•s hours \IOrked are consisent-

ly lower and mnst be considered.

1his job was one of the hardest

to pin point due to so many t'ims having secretaries whose duties
did not match or exceeded the oonten ts

or the

job description.

This job is generally considered the top female clerical jobJ

therefore, Winchester's top rate tor females is a good bit below

those ot other cities in this survq.
Wgtd. Avg.

Wgtd. Hrs.
In Basic

Rtrec. Max.

Work Week

wases

Hours

! S5.93

39.S9

22

Petersburg

13.S5

40.00

35

Richmond

67.90

38.16

110

Winchestett

Wi.Lh

38.83

6

or

Stenographer B
rartville

No. ot
Empl2l:ees

'.ftrl.s is the same table sh>wn in the intl'l"Jducticin, and t he:m -

tore statenents about it may be repetitious.

However, it shows a

51 •

.fait]T even spread f'rom location to location. Winchester, the
smallest oity, is on the bottom again with a rather low rate
which seems to character!• its tem&e jobs.

Is this because the

businesses in the smaller towns are smller and there is not near.ly the demand

tor tamale workers as there is in larger cities such

as the Richmond-Petersburg a:rea? The answer is yes as tar as it
was possible to ascertain while making the survey.

1ba rate for

Winchester is a :tairlJ' good one as far as females are concerned
in comparison vi.th other jobs in that area that aie open to wnen.

Teller-Bank
Danville

Wgtd. Avg.
of'

Wgtd, Hrs.

Etf'ec. Max.

Work Week

Wa&!s

Hours

E!.elo~es

$ 7~.ro

lt>.oo

21

In Basic

No.

ot

Petersburg

65.Sl

39.17

18

Richtm:>nd ·

11.78

38.81.

100

Winchester

58.SJ

u:>.oo

3

This job, pr.tor to World War
to be a man•s job.

tt; ·was

generally considered

Since that time, there has been a p:mgressive

change to the use of women in this t;vpe ot wolk.

The result is

that in the smaller oitl.es they are still at a rate disadvantage
as compared to men in the same job.
Conclusions

'!Wo things stand out in the comparison or wage rates for
these tour cities in the clerical field.

They are:

a.

That generally the numb-er of hours worked in

the larger cities are less, as for example in
Richmond which is consistently below the other ·
cities in length or the work week. This in
i tseli' can some times be oi tad as an advantage

when securing women workers.
b.

The second point that the larger sample, as

ror

Richmond, shows not quite as high a pa7 scale
fer a given job. This is coupled with shcrter

hours. This is in contrast with Petersburg and
Danville whore one lftight expect to find a less

favorable relationship with Richmond than is
found in some cases. My conclusion here is

that Richmond has greater turnover although the
figures· are not here to back up the statement.

The next point in my conclusion is that where
there is wider distribution of available jobs

the rates tend not to be quite so high. The

general statement would apply that the rates
are lowest in tho smallest ei ties, highest. in
the medi\11'!! size cities, and in the middle or

close to the highest !or the larger cities.
This general observaticn is made not only on

the basis

or the

jobs presented here but on

the basis of information gleaned .f'rcm sorting

throuith the data •. This ccndition arises perhaps

because the larger sample gives more rates in
the middle ranges.

The distribution table for clerical jobs' rates shows the
i'ollovingt

Paid

Paid 2nd

Highest
Rate

Highest

Danville

2

1

3

0

Petersburg

2

l'

2

l

Richmond

l

4

l

1

1

0

0

4

Winchester

*

* Job number two

Rate

Paid 2nd
tctrest

Lowest

Rate

Rate

Paid

• Punch r.ard Equipment Cperator - is

not counted tor Winchester siooe males perform this

job and not females as in the other three cities.
This table shows that the spread is not quite so distinct be•

tween the cities as was shewn in the table for craft jobs. Win-

chester shows a detird.tely lower pay scale, both in the number of
times it paid the lowest rate and in obserrlng each individual jcb
when it was usually considerably below the other comunity rates.

Danv.t.lle and Petersburg showed a rather even spread on clerical
jobs.

This may be due to t.he distribution of clerical jobs within

the c011munity and would require a statistical study1 tor which I

do not have the figures, to verify.
However, the figures in the preceding tnbles definitely

show that wage differentials do exist both as tc areas and as to
jabs.

(I guess at this stage, I wruld be surprised if I had made

any other statement.) As stated earlier most firms contacted

Sh.
stated or intimated that thoywere mainly conccrnod with first
their competitive position in their business field or their in•
dustry and then in their community a.s rar as wages are concerned.

How does the avnrage worker reel about this? Frankly, it is questionable i f he is even aware of the extent or aroa differentials.

Ir he is satisfied with the ncnpa.y aspects of his job, he may not
bo concerned with whether he can get five or

~en

dollars more in

another comm.uni tyti He probably is aware or his pny scale in re la•
tion to other jcbs in the oommu.A'.i..ty and

is

probably mo1·e concerned

w:i. th closing, widening, or maintaining the local differences that
exist.

Which course he takes,· depends

on

his particular position

in the job strata oi' his c011t111unit:v.
~Y

as a Factor in Seekins Fmpleyment

c.

E.

J~eon

made a study of job applicants to obtain data

on the relative importance

or vari~us

factors which

~re

frequently

mentioned as ha'Vi.ng an i.."llportant bearing on job satisfaction.
'this study has been frequently reprinted and has caused

mueh discussion in business eircules. It comas as rather a surprise to many management people to see the rating or these fac•
tors.

A point often made ie that "the worker is being paid well

so, ot course; ho puts other factors .first." This, however, is
a rather hasty wa.y of dismissing the wholG point or why a. man

works.

A summarv of Mr. Jurgensen' s study is on the next page.

S5.
Job Preferences of Men and Women Applicants

1/

(1189 M:ln and lSO Wcmen)

-

Men

Women

lst

3rd

Advancement.

2nd

2nd

Type ot Work

3rd

lat

Oompnny

4th

4th

Co-Workers

Stti

6th

Pay

6th

9th

SupemJsor

7th

Sth

Hours

8th

-8th

Working _Conditions

9th'

1th

Factor
Security

Benefits

10th

10th

This table is incorporated because it seeu to refute what

was written earlier -

that management supported its wage payments

with statements about benefits, hours, and working conditions, in-

cluding location. These three factors are rated rather low by tlie
recipients of their largesse. Pay is rated sixth tor man and
ninth for women. I ofter this in support ot '11£1' earlier statement

that if other factors are right a few dollars difference in pay
will not matter. For women, because P!l is ninth, I vonder if this
is the reason thay generally are paid less evon when per.terming the

same work side by side to a man.

1/

Lawrence G. Lindahl, entitled "What Makes A Good Job?",

printed in Personnel January 1949, Vol., 2.5,. No~ 4, P.P.

263-266.

This pc;int seems to lead us away frt'lm our central theme that
wage differentials do exist and why. But tho above is cited as to
why one party to a wage agreement allows wage differentials to exist -

aside !rem the fact that he may not be aware ot them.. When jobs are
hard to get, a job at a low wage is better than nme. When jclba are

plentiful,

trus

low wage one• s usually are t.he. last to be filled~

Even though American labor is relatively mobile, there are many who
won't move .until the community is dead,

no matter what the ·wage

rates. Therefore, there are reasons other than a businessman's willingness or ability to pay that enter into wage rates. Economics may

have done away with supply and demand in other ·tields but not in the
demand for' and supply of labor.

Union movements have changed the

bargairdng power or the individual by making him a part of the mass.
Relative wage rates have increased and the workers share of the dollar baa ir.oreased; hnwaver, there still exists area wage dif'feren-

tia1s as shewn in this chapter. The reasons for it ldll be dis•

cussed in a later chapter after we have examined the cost of living.
Di!tsrenees in Teachers

Paz Sch~dules

Attached is a study of Teachers• Salaries which also shows
A

rather

~Ubstantial

differential throughout all the cities of

Virginia as well as the four cities in this study.
Tables on Jobs Compared and Job J))finitions

!n addition, there

follc~s

a table for wages in each city and

a complete definiticn of each jcb used.

These are

or

interest fer the

. comparison of wage rates within the community and to obtain a precise
outline of the duties of each worker's job as used in this stuc\v.

$7.

MAXIMUM TEACHERS' SALARIES W!'l'H BACHE!.DR' S DEGREE

(Collegiate Professional Certificate'
VIROThJ:A

-

Rank

1
2
3

3
3

3

7
8
8
6
11

cttms

~
Falls Church

Hampton

Newport News
Norfolk
Warwick

Richmond.
Scuth Norfolk
Portsmouth
Waynesboro

u.
ll

Martinsville

16
17

17
17
17
17
17
23
24
24
24
27
27

29

29
31
32

Max. Sala.q

Alexandria

Fredericksburg
Lynchburg

14
l5

'

Virg!. rd.a Beach

Winchester ·

Roanoke
Colonial Heights
Hopewell

Petoraburg
· Staunton

Suffolk
Williamsburg
OharlottesVille
Covington

Danville
Ifarrl.sonburg
Bristol
Ra.df ord

Clifton Forge

$ S?oo

,6'0

4'00
hSOO

4$00
4~00

4450
4300

4300
4300
h300

4200

·4200
lJlSO

4100
h020
4000

4000
4000

4000
4000

hOOO

3900
.38()')
3800
3800
3700

3700
3600

Nort..ort
Buena Vista

3600

Gal.ez

3400

3,00

Median Maximum for Cities $4000
R&nga Maximum for Ci ties

Sourcet

$3400-$700

Study by Virginia Education Association.

;a!
DA~lV!tLE

AREA

No.

Craft & Associated Jobs

ot

Emps.
In Survel.

Wgtd. Avg. Wgtd. Hrs.
of
In Basic
Et.fee. Max. Work Week
Wages

Hours

Carpenter (Mtce.) B

94

$ 10.00

40~00

Machine Compositor ... Newsp.

34

w.36

uo.oo

92

62.08

40.00

48

58.oo

40.10

71.40

40.00

58.00

40.00

Machine Operator B (Piecework}
(Female)
Stockman

Pipe &

Steamfitter (Mtce.) B

Truck Driver - Medium

,

22

Clerical and Assccia.ted Jobs
Bookkeeping Machine Operator

14

49.06

39.82

Clerk B (Internediate)

93

$9.61

39.89

Punched Card Eqpt. Cl)r. - A

16

10.00

40.00

6

89.38

ho.oo

Stenographer - B

22

55.93

39.$1

Teller, Bank

21

79,.20

bo.oo

Numbar of Firms in Survey

24

secretary

Number of

E'~ployees

in Study

era.rt

295

Olerical

174

Male

20)

Female

266

PETERSBURG AREA

Wgtd. Avg. . 'Wgtd. Bro.
No. ot
Craft&! Associated Jobs

Emps.
in survaz

or

In Basic

Etrec. Max. Work Week
Hours
wa~es ..

Carpenter (Mtce.) - B

89

$ 86.92

40.00

Machine CC111.positor .. Newsp.

20

110.21

40.00

Machine Operator B (Piecework}
(Female)

22

66.oo

40.00

Stockman

12

77.66

40.oo

9

B0.53

..40.00

54

72.12

40.00

Bookkeeping Madline Operator

l$

46.96

,;9.17

Clerk B (Intermediate)

73

66.95

39.19

2

60.00

40.00

Secretary

11

88.20

ho.oo

Stenographer - B

3S

73.SS

40.00

Teller, Bank

l.8

6$.$)

39.17

Number or Firms in Survey

22

Pipe

&

Steamfitter (Mtce.) - B

Truck Driver - Medium

Clerical & Associated Jobs

PunehitG. Oard Eqpt. Opr • - A

Number of Employees in Study

Oratt

206

Olerl.cal

154

Hale

184

Femal.8

176

60.

RICRMCtrD AREA

No.

craft & Associated Jobs

or

, Emps.
In SIDJ!z

Wgtd. Avg.
of
Effec. Mex.
1'!iOS

Wgtd. Hrs.

In Basic

work Week
Hours

64

t 79.44

. ho.so

101

ioa.oo

. 37.$0

ll

. aa.12

lio.oo

100

68.33

. tio.32

46

. 87.91

Jil.,6

3$6

63.40

h2.34

Bookeeping Machine Opr, - B

200

61.S6

39.22

Clerk B (Intermediate)

200

66.37

,:;8.47

69

73.49

39.37

secretar;r

100

84.98

.38.43

Stenographer - B

110

67.90

38.16

Teller, Bank

100

..71.78

38.81

Carpenter (Mtea.) • B
Madline Compositor - Netmp.
Ka.chine Operator ... B (Piecework)
(Female)

Stockman
Pipe & Steamfitter (Mtce.) - B

Truck Driver - Medium
Clerical & Assoc1a ted Jobs

Punched Card Eqpt. Opr. - A

Number of Firm in Survey

Number

ot

30

Employees in Study

Craf't

~01

Clerical

779

Male

469

Fem le

617

61.

WI~1CHESTER

ARFA
Wgtd.· Avg.:

no. of

ot

Wgtd.· Hrs.'

In Basic

Empse
In SuM'!,l

EffeC. Ma:.

Work Week

Wa3es

Hours

10

$ 59.39

40.00

6

71.34

40.00

Female

36

6o.oo

Stockman

19

10.:;3

ho.oo
4o.42

Pipe t.1. Steamti tter (Mtoe.) B

8

s.;.ao

40 •.31

Truck Drivar ... Medilllft

8

h9.00

40.00

8

62.41

40.00

26

Sl.95

Punched Card E qpt. Opr. A (Male)

2

63.91

4o.1S
ho.oo

Secretary

5

60.68

39.00

Stenographer D

6

44.44

38.83

Toller, Ba!'l..k

3

~8.53

40.00

Craft & Associated Jobs
Carpenter (Mtca.) B

Machine Compositc.r - Nevsp.

Ma.chine Opsratcr B (Piecework)

Clerical & Associated Jobs

Bookkeeping Machine Oparntor
Clerk '.B (Intermediate)

Number of Firms in Survey
Number of Employees in Study

Cra.i*t

Clerical
Male

Female

22

JOB DEFDtITIONS - CRAFT
Canenter (Maintenance} B - Constructs, installs and repairs euch

items as shop partitions, tool and stock bins, and concrete

forms, does general maintenance work

or

a simple nature,

such as repairing cabinets, floors and stairs, and har.ging
doors and installing windows.

May operate woodworking

machinery as required.
Ma.chine Comoositor - Nawspager • Q>erates the keyboard ot an automatic machine (such as a linotype) that selects and assembles matrices or letters into linas and cast strips of' type

tran type metal for use in printing.
Machine £earn.tor B - Cperatea machine (s) to change the shape or

condition of raw or fabricated materials, performs operations recessary to produce a finished article.

Usually

specifically designated according t..<' the machine used.
Average akill required to perform capabJ.:r. Exclude fabri,gation of metal ets &; Production Machinist.

Stockman - Performs stockkeeping duties in storeroom serving one
or more werk groups. Work includes receiv.tng, stceking1

selecting and dispensing a variety of supplies and tools,
and maintainirg assooiatcd records.
order supplies.

May inventory and

May load and may mow supply trucks as

necessarv. Exclude employees whose principal responsibility is the direction of other employees and those

who only handle and move stock.

63.
PiE! and Steamfitter (Maintenance) B - Installs and maintains lw
pressure piping installations sueh as steam, gas, water
or heating lines of sprinkler and plumbing s:vstems.

May

assist on high pressure installations under direction.
Truck Driver - Medium .. Dl'"ives a truck (not exceeding three-ton
capacity) to deliver or pick up merchandise or make intrapl.ant deliveries (usually within a city or suburban area).

May load and unload truck, make minor mechanical repairs and
keop the truck in

good

working order. May collect mjney and

account for payments received.

JOB DESCRIPTICN • CLERICAL
Bockkeepins Machine Cperator B - Operates an accounting-bookkeeping
machine to record a limited range

or

business transactions or

to transcribe information rrcm one reccrd to another whore
work is of a recurring and standardized nature and proper
posting has been indicated or readily identifiable. Work

usually little or no i'amilio.ri ty td th bcokkeeping systems
or basic bookkeeping principlos.
May prepare regular and standardized customers• billa, state-

ments or invoices from sales slips or other

9re~ared

media

as part or· the bookkeeping i"unctionJ may conpare machine
totals with predetermined controls; may assemble :material

prior to posting, record machine totals on prescribed forms,
and assist in the preparation of simple reports and sW\l\'!4ries.

6lt.
Work otten is limited to a specialized phase or section of

a com::>lete set or records.

(See Billing Machine Opera. tor,

Billing Clerk and Bill-Statement Clerk).
Clerk B (Intermediate) - Performs semi-routine clerical duties in

accordance with established procedures o£ moderate ccmplexi ty; work requires some judgment in the selection and
interpretation of data and a working knowledge of related
work performed in the same or other departments. Generally

receives guidance or assistance on new work or unusual assignments. Work is generally subject to only occasional.

verification.

Assignments generally tollow a

standar~zed

pattern and include such types of work as maintaining re•

cords ot customers• accounts, hours worked or other specialized information, the routine assembling ot information and

the preparing

or

standard repcrts or sttmnarles 1 preparing

consolidated records and reports by selecting readily identifiable material f'rom several sources, and cC1tirpletion of'

torm letters. Duties may be ot a varied nature or may be
confined to a specialized job.
t~iter,

May occasionally uso a

office machines, or shorthand in carrying out

the primary responsibilities.
Punched Cttrd Eguipmont

oP!i:a~P

- A -

Cpem tea such acccunting-

statistical machines as tabulators and collators to auto-

maticall.V analyze, calculate, and translate information
presented by perforations punched in tabulating cards and

to tabulate a list

or

desired data on .forms or other recordsJ

may also operate such related equipment as summary })u.nches,

sorters, reproducers, multipliers and interpreters; job re•
'

quires specialized training in and an understanding ot the
various tunctions tor which equipment may be used in order
to do the necessary wiring or simple plug board arrangements

to meet special or unusual situations and

or

complex plug

beard arrangments frcm predetermined wiring diagrams.

'
Ex-

clude employees who supervise other operators, and employees

who ·primarily act only as machine attendants.
Seeratarz - Performs secretarial. work for an ofticial or for a
principal lino· or ,start executive. Generally records dietation and prepares typed material relating to important
or confidential matters. Work requires initiative, judg-

m.ont, knowledge and ability to relieve principal of de·
signated administrative detaile and to assist in the organimati.on and administration of office procedures by the
perfoma.nce vf. such duties as (n) determining proper disposition of or composing replies to incoming mail. and

other material not requiring the attention

or

the princi-

pal and associating required information with material to

be referred to the primipnl, (b) receiving visitors, answer-

ing telephones, supplying requested inf ormaticn and sehedul.·

ing appointments, (o} locating and obtaining in!ormation from
various sources within or outside the company, (d) preparing

special reports, summaries and digests, and (a) setting up
and maintaining special files and records. May supervise or

direct the work of a small group of stenographic or clerical.
employees.

66.

Stenograoher B • Records. the dictation

or

ono or more persons

and transcribes this dictation on a typewriter.

tion generally involves a normal range
lary or a limited and reourr.tng range

Dicta-

or business
or

vocabu-

specialized tar•

minology and the material to be typed requires only the

planning or simple set-ups and arrangement. Includes
employees who have developed gocd speed and. accuracy
through experience but who are not required
qualifications ot a Stenographer - A.

to

meat the

May also do work

generally performed by a Typ:lst - B or a Dicta.ting Machine

transcriber· - B er may do clerical work ot moderate dif'fica.lty if incidental to tha prirary requirements ct a

Stenographer.

(see exclnsic.ns under Stenographer,• A).

T,eller, Bank - In Baf\.ke, Savings and Loan Associations or Small

Loan Companies, receives, pays out and keeps records of

monies; credits and debits custCY.ners• aecci:.n.tsJ bandlos
collections, foreign exchange, etc. May incidentally
operate bookkeeping or calculating machines.

(Exclude

Receiving Teller, who may be covered by Code 762 1 and
employees whose primary duties involve the operaticn

or

bookkeeping or calculating machires.)

Notes

All of the job descriptions are from the Standard Industrial Codet Classitication or Jobs published by the De·
I

part..iient ot Labor, Bureau cf statistics.:,

CHAPTER IV
COST-OF-LIVING

-

A PRICE COMPARISJN StffiVEY

Material tor this chapter was gathered in the summer and
fall of 1957.

It is directl.7 an atteirpt to gather data in a local

area to test the statenent of Pro!essor Slichter that "many prices
are lese in small and medium size communities than in t.11e larger

centers.
prices

There are differences in rents, real estate values,

or clothing1

food, entertainment, personal services, etc.

Climatic conditions vary between the various geographical sections,

necessitating dtfferences in the expendttures for items such as
fuel and wearing apparel. n Frankly some of the results surprised

me.

The data that follow will show this statement of his to be a

rather sweeping one and, as tar as
tirely a true one.

~rirginia

is concerned, not en-

This study encompassed an area of Virginia

that would be a rather small part of the national scene Slieht-er
speaks of1 bnt it is large enough and varied enough for the f'ac•

tore to be operative.

In the introduction and preceding chapter where we diacussed actual wage rate dt.f'terentials we saw that there were rather

marked and definite di:tferentials h· tween

c~rtain

state for the same job.

or

0

'lhe relationship

areas in the

this chapter is to

discuss and illustrate tho pu1"p'>se of "cost-of-lbingtt and its,

effect on the area differentials.
ma~azines

or

Much i.q published in papers and

rep,arding the "cost-of-lbinr," and we are all reminded

it with every expenditure ot funds we make.

!lso the Bureau
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ot Labor Statistics publishes its monthly figures for the "Con.sumars Price Index 1~ which seems to climb each month uoward and

onward towards

SO!lle

unknown but ruinous pinnacle.

This study is a comparison of prices in Richmond, Peters•
the smne tour cities

burg, Danville, and Winchester, Virginie. -

discussed in the wage payments chapter.

The price comparison is

tor the following cost-of-ll vJ.ng items:
-

A comparison is made for three new homes and

three old homes in substantially different
price ranges but within the buying range

almost ninety par cent

or

or

the population.

To make the survey as valid ns possible the
SfJ8cii'icat.1.ons following Figure l are used
w!th photographs, which are not reproduced.

Also included in a ccmpnrison or Rents for
Garden Type Apartments that might be built
under FHA specifications.

In order to make

the picture CC1mplete, the tax rate and assessment per hun:lred dollars

ot valuation

are listed as well as an actual computation
or the amount of tax due each year for et!lch

type house in each locality.
Utility Rates
and Ueat
-

The factors considered in this part were
water, electricity, telephone service, coal
and gas tor heat. The prices are not adjusted for such things as differences in

minimum water rates but are adjusted to
th~

extent that compitationo were made

ot actual annual requiranents of coal,
gas, and/or oil in relation to D. T. U. of
the product multiplied ti.mes degree days.

The conparison is for the mnual cost of
utilities and heat for a moderate size

houee - five 10oms and
individual

.tarni~

mth•. or course,

differences in prefer-

ences for room temperature, ff.at.er use, etc.,
might not lit'ke thoee f'icnres aprl:lcable to

all fan-.illes.

Ho'ffqver, thtJy are the closest

thinr. to an average that eou.ld be obtained

fr."lm the sources available.

Certatnly Pro-

fessor Slichter' s statement that cost-orliving varies haoause

or

cl.imatic differ-

ences can he veri.fie d by comparlng Danville
and Winchester.
Transportation - '.Ihis section compares prices of gasoline,

motor oil, bus

rare,

mobile insurance.

taxi

rn -re

=:nd auto-

These components actually

would b! the saue for anyone.

The cost of

providi?lS a ver.icle 1 while a real

almost impossible to measure.

000 1

is

It varies as

to income level and p:?rsonal taste.

The

costs cited here would be applicable to the
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owner of a car costing

as to the owner of a
~hoo.

$51 000 as well

C:1%"

costing only

Actually auto liability insur-

ance shows the f:Sreatest variance.

The

other prices are ratrly stable arid perhaps reflect a universal pricing policy
by the sellers

Yedtcal Care -

ot these s erv.ices.

'!he characteristic thing about medical care
costs is the stater.ents made by the Do:!tors
and Medical Association thtlt {a) there is

no tee schedtle that was universally used,
(b) for medical services rendered, the Doc-

tors generally try to charge on the basis
of abill ty to pay and mke allowances for

those not able to pny for tl-.e services by
doing free wrk..

Hospitalization insur-

ance .f'ee schedules are

or

little value in

deterrri.ninp, costs as in most cases the all~nces

made in ti::e insu.ranee coverages

do not pay the entire bill.
the foregoing, the figures
&n

amazing similarity.

In spite of
obta~ned

show

One comraent that

should be made is that the inclination

or

a p:irson to ,use these services depe'lds on
his income level, general health level and
heal t.h e due ati on.
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Personal Can - This section is somewhat lindt.ed in that

it just covers haircuts and ponnanent waves.
The real difficulty here ia that individual' o
expenditures for parsoml care appear to vaiy
with that inclividual' s estimation

needed to be well groomed.

or what

1s

'!his cbes not al.-

ways mean that more JJ.oney is spent by those
economically better ot.r for p;;rsonal care.

A

lot'f income group may spend a greater percentage share of its income on this item than any

other group.
Recreation

-

Newspapers report this is the fastest growing

area of expenditures by the consumers there
is.

'1he items compared are those that would

be common to most of' the population.

In the

field of recreation the saying "one rran' s
neat, is another man's poison" is most apt.
It is fairly certain th:Jt money spent for

this item is generall1 the rosidue after all

other necessities are mt.

In this area then,

the indivi<..11al probably has the greatest freedom of choice aa to how ha will spend the incomo available for m9eting hia needs and de-

sires.
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Food

-

Food prices tend tc vary with seasonal

'supplies as is born6 out by a llMa.rket
Basket" report tor the City of Richmond
that is p:iblished by the Virginia Depart-

ment ot L&bor, and Industry. This repcrt,
and newspaper advertising from each of the
cities over a aix weeks' period have been

extlll'Jined tor a price comparison.

(The news-

paper advertising is not included due to
bulk and reproduction difficulties.
Clothing

•

In searching for a

~-ay

to compare prices tor

clothing, the problem of maintaining quality
standards kept arising.

In order to get the

bast comparison, it was decided to use Stand•
ard Brand names (that are preticketed items)

and those items that were available through

chain stores.

Because this method was used

and because the 1 tams were pre ticketed, no

appreciable difference was £ound in clothing
costs.

ncusnm
A look at the figures quoted in Figure I fer housing in the
four cities shows soma rather distinct differences.

For example,

home prices appear somtrilbat equal on the lower priced new houses
for Richmond in cc.mpariscn to the other throe cities.

This per-

haps can be attributed to lower building costs that can bo derived
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trcm mass bui.lding projects as new developments are opened.
Franklv, at the beginning of this research it was the opinion of
this author that h9 would f'ind lower priced houses in the smaller
cities •. As the research developed this opinion. became completely
unjustified.

The older h>mes, houses D., E., and F., are substantially
lower in Richmond than in the other three cities,

The comments

ot real estate appraisers and assessors on this subject developed
the fact that Richmond is experiencing a rather decided sociological change in its older neighborhoods. Unq\leatienably the older
neighborhoods are exper:lencing a substao tial change in thoir racial.
composi ticn which definitely tends to lower the resale value of
older houses as neighborhoods no longer become socially desirable
for higher income families.

This pressu-ra for change is also 1-e-

lieved by the steady growth or new hems and subdivisiors in pre•
viously undeveloped areas.

Winchester has little of this type ot pressure on its housing.

or

None of the three smaller cities has experienced the amount

growth that Richmond has and thereby have had a good bit less

of a demand factor tor new hemes.
Tmces on real estate are in sane cases twice as much in
Rich.'!lond as for Winchester.

Petersbu.rg comes closest to Richmond

in actual pa.id tax rates. In Note B the rate

or

assessment and

rate per burdred dollars ot valuation are given. Both rates vary
all over the lot. This also is a
hnod patterns and growth.

~eflection

on changing neighbor-

The municipal services demanded become

rather more each year but the rate

or

growth and demarid vary in

each city 'With its population growth patterns.

Actually the tax

problem in the various cities is a subject in itself and for this
paper it suffices to say that a very definite area ditferential

does exist.

Rousing is something that everyone ·of us must consider and

represents a rat.her subatan tial factor in our budgets. But it
might be pointed out that though prices appear lower in Richmond

other f'actor auch as convenience to place

or work

of time more than offset this advantage.

Two other points are rather

may over a period

clear from these figures and they aret
a. For comparison purposes it is very difficult to find
comparable houses. Land prices, of couroo, vary and
social status is also a definite factor.
b. It is rather clear that there are area dif'ferences
in price for homes and in taxes upon real estate,

as well as for

re~ ts.

Price Comparison Stud;r

I.

Hcusi~ (~rune

Richmond Petersburg Danv.tlle 'Winchester
Hcuses •
Ccmparable Ne!~hborhocdsLand InclUdedJ

&1,soo

New Hou.CJe A

New Rouse B

13,500
18,000

Hew House 0

FJttst. House D - Current

Market Value

' 12,000
1,000
20,f)oo

Market Value

11,soo

a,2so

ll,750

12,500

12,000

11.000

l5,000

14,000

lh,ooo

16,750

l.8;500

1a,ooo

20,000

Exist. House E ·- Current

Market Value
Exist. House F - Current

7,Soo i a,;oo
16,000
18,ooo 21,000* l/

$

* Ninety per cent

of the houses in Winchester haw basements and
the additional cost is included in the selling price. An allowal':!ce is made or $1,000 for a basement and the figures should
be adjusted do-wnvard accordtngly when a comparison is being
made with a house that does not have a basement.

Real Estate Taxes (Current

!ppraisa! P£actice}

Annual Taxes on House A·
Annual Taxes on House B

Annual Taxes on House C
· Annual Taxes on House D

Annual Taxes on House E

Annual Taxes on House t F

l Bedroom - Incl. Util.

2 Bedrocm - Incl. Util.

Sour au

120.00

2JS.oo

·288.00
130.00

224.00
252.00

96.00

165.oo
282.00

161.00
206.00

2s4.oo

,72.00
139.00
17.3.00

126.oo

144.oo
17.3.00

62.00
120.00

157.00
90.00
105.00
150.00

..
87.00

a~.oo

105.oo

Professional Appraisers and Rant.al Agan ts.

1/ This house is not considered typical in Winchester.

story house vi th equal square footage of
sell for

appr~dmatel:o:r

$19,000.

livi~

A two-

space would

76 •.

Note:

a. The differences in the prices

or

houses in the four cities

should be viewed :1.n relation to dmnand factors.

The ap-

praisers in all tour loontioos talked ot House A as costing

t..S.

per

sq~

"

tt. 1 and House B at $10 per sq•. ft.

How-

ever, prices 'Y'a.ry'beca.use ot social and economic patterns
in tha respective cities. A city such as nanville with an
economy based on agriculture (tobacco) and soft goods manu- ·

faeture (cotton textiles, a low vaga rate industry) has a
more distinctive spread in demand for housing, with the
A more static popula•

lower priced housing predominating.

tion has less pronounced demand for new housing and has to

move less trequentl.T from older neighborhoods in order to
"keep up with the Joneses.'* Winchester is probably

11or&

static than J:,anville in this respect.

b. Rate or

Assessmen~

Rate ]?;! r Hundred

New Itouses, 8CY.' to 85%
Old Houses,

7S% to

$ l.88

Citz

Richmond

80%

Wew and Old Houses,

$~

2.7$

A3taraburg

New and Old Houses,

80%

i.20

Darrt1l.la

New and Old Houses,

So%

19'0

. Winchester

Sources

City Tax Assessors.
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HOUSI!·IG
C:L.l..rn' 1

25

25

20

20

w
15

15

10

0
HOUSE

HOUSZ "A"

"B''

25

w

20

15

D

10

s
0
HOUSE

HOUSE "C"

25

25

20

20

II D11

w

p

p

IN

THOU~A~DS

OF DOI.LAHS

•

WINCHESTER

Z

Rr..;fi·!ON:J

•

PE Tlo..:P.SB URG

Q(

DAN'Jli..LE

TAX.SS
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JOO

275.
250

225
200

175

125
100

75

so

0
A

B

125

c

D

E

F

12)
R

100

R

p

100

75

75

50

50

25

25

0

0

Two Jed.rooms

One Bedroom
-

WINCHESTER

~-RI

•

PE

~

DA

SPECIFICATIONS FOR HOUSES
USED IN PRICE C<l1PARISON SURVEY

ONE-STORY
28 1

ONE-STORY FRAME
HT. 15! 6"

FR.A.~,

19.

ASBESTOS SIDING

TYPICAL LOW-COST HOUSE
4 ROClotS
:). BATH
FLOOR FURNACE
FLOOR SPACE -·672 SQ. FT.
,
- 10, 596 CU. FT.

-

I\)

&=-

8" CINDER BLOCK FOUNDATION
COMP~ITION SHINGLE ROOF
PLASTIC TILE BATH

HOUSE A
ONE-STORY BRICK RANCH
AVERAGE :ONSTRUCTION
6 RO<l1S - DOWNSTAIRS

HOT AIR DUCT (GAS) HEATING
FLOOR SPACE -·1 1 209 SQ. FT.
C<l1POSITION ROOF
BRICK FOUNDATION & WALLS
WOOD TRlM
HAHDWJOD FLOORS
PULL-DOWN STAIRS TO ATTIC
UTILITY ROOM
CERA.~IC TILE BA TH

CD

=

41 3"
1

HOUSE B
TRI-LEVEL BRICK
12• "

b

6 ROOMS - DOWNSTAIRS .

p

..

f'\J

C:l

3 RO~S - UPSTAIRS
HOT AIR DU.;T HEATIN3
JROUND LEVEL - 541.S~. FT.
~AIN LEVEL 557 SQ. FT.
PORCH 126 S~. FT.
BRI~K

: .::UN'.),\ TICN

?JR~H

A:JBES'~C6 SH:::NGLE RJOF
CE?JJ~I~ ~ILE BATHS

SPECIFICATIONS FOR HOUSES
USED IN PRICE CCMPARISON SURVEY

80..

TYPICAL '!WO-STORY STUCCO ON FRAME
BUILT 1925

13'

9 ROCJwtS
2 BATHS
HW COAL HEAT

FLOOR SPACE - lST - 952 SQ. FT.
- 2ND - 900 SQ. FT.
PORCH • 184 SQ. FT. '
GABLE-TYPE SLATE ROOF
.FIREPLACE

~

-

0

'

FULL BAS!MENT

lS T FLOOR - HARDWOOD

2ND FLOOR - PINE
PLASTERED WALLS

25'

IN DECLINING AREA

2 .3'

HOUSE D

ONE & ONE-HALF STCRY BRICK

BUILT 1947

4 ROCMS -

DCMNS TA IRS
2 ROGtS - UPSTAIRS

.31' O"

l BATH - UPSTAIRS
l LAV. - DOWNSTAIRS

FLOOR SPACE - 10 1997 CU. FT.
HEAT - HOT AIR DUCT (OIL)
BRICK FOUNDATION - NO BASEMENT
BRICK WALLS

CERAMIC-TILE BATH
COPPER PIPES
CCMPOSITION SHINGLE ROOF
HARDWOOD FLOORS
HOUSE E
TWO-STORY BRICK (DUT:H. COLONIAL)
BUILT 1939

30'

GOOD CONSTRUCTION
6 ROCMS
l BATH ·
1/2 BAS&iENT

I\)

~

HW OIL HEAT

'IWO-S'I':JRY BRICK

8'

~

-

BRICK WALLS, WOOD TRL\!
SLATE ROOF
HARDWOOD FLOORS
PLASTEP.ED WALLS

·HOUSE F

01.

Utilitr Rates and Heat

II.

Compares the annual cost ct the use ot the following utili-

l.

ties (all for a moderate s12e house ..

S rooms and bath).

{All rates include taxes).
Richmond

~terebur&

Danville Winchester

e 32.00

$ 24.00

99.00

101.00

92.00

94.oo

72.00

59.00

59.00

56.oo

& Ptrsbg; 4 tons for
Danv., 6 tons tor Winch.) 86.oo

as.oo

79.00

96.00

109.00

m.oo

117.00

JJ6.oo

154.oo

180.00

16.00

144.oo

* W~,ter
Electricity (34oO KWH)

Tel. (lFR) (12 Mos.)
(Incl. faxes)

$ 22.00 $ 19.oo

Coal () tons for Rieb.

*** Oil (1$4 gal.

f.'or Rich. &

Ptrsbg; 73S tor t'arrr.,
900 gal. tor Winch.)

** Oas

(87 1 SOO cu..

tt. for

Rich. & Ptrsbg. 921 $00
cu. rt. for Danv.J
1201 000 cu. ft. for
Winch.)

Note:

The dif'f'erance in the quantities of oil, gas and coal at
the tour locations is based on an adjustment for dif.fer-

emes in climatic condi ti.ans. According to the Richmond
Weather Statiai. the Richmond-Petersburg area averages 31 922
annual degree days.

The Gas Department

ot the Oit.y cf

Danville reports an average of J.838 annual degree days.
For Winchester the average is approximately h, 700 annual

degree days.

* Water - .4200 cu.

ft. is min. j,.n Richmond and Danville.

Petersburg has min. ot 22SO cu. tt.

2000 is

min. in Winchester.

**

Gas

- Danville and Winchester have lower B.T.U. factors of 1000 versus 1100 for Richmond & Petersburg.

*** Oil -

3900 degree days at Potorsbu.rg and R1chllx>ndJ

3800 at Danville, 4700 at f11n.chester.
Sources

Utill. ty Departments and Fuel Suppliers in

the respective cities.
The above figures shov rather conclusively that there is a

difference in coats for tuel and utilities in different areas.
There are two reasons for this dif!erence.

Cne is the climatic dif•

i'erenees wholl)" attributable to locaM.on andbeyona the control ot
an individual.

The second .factor that must be considered in the

final price is the relative closeness of a community to its sources

or fuel.

For example, Petersblrg is on a. direct rail line to Western

Virginia• s coal fields and consequently may use more coal than fuel

oil or gas. Another factor to be ccnsidered is the B.'?.U. value of
the heating agent.

Danville and Winchester are using a natural. gas

with a lower B.T.'IJ. rating than Richmond

a~d

.Petersburg.

Ccnseq\len-

tly to get the same desired temporatu:rs in a home the homeowner

would have to bu;r a greater quanti t7 ot gas. ·

Telephone rates vary substantially between Rich.'!lDnd and the
other three cities. This is a result ot a rate policy that sets

its prices accordtng to the number ot other phcnes available to a
subscriber to call. Greater convenience and larger area of calling
are the prime .f'nctors here.
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.AllliUAL USE

RICHMOND
COAL (A) - TO!~S
OIL (B) - GALS.
GAS (C) - CU. FI'.
WATER - CU. FI'. - HIN.
i~k~C. - KWH.

TEL. - 1 FR.

.5

754
87,500

4,200 .

3,hoo
12

r-~os.

WI'IC:HESTE't

COAL (A' - TO~S

Oit (B) - GALS.

GAS {C) - CU. FT.
EI.EC. - KWH
TEL. - 1 FR.

6
900
120,000

3,400
12 MOS.

PEI'ERSBURG

5
754

37,500
2,2so

J,4oo

12 HOS.

D~TVILLE

h.8
73.5

92,Soo
4,200
J,hoo
12 HOS.

'l1le items, Tra.nsportnticn, Medical Care, Personal Care and

Recreation s.'1olm no particular differential in coats. What is

signitieant in a locality is availability. for Specialized medical cnre a resident ot the other three cc:mmunities might ha.ve to
come to Richmond, thereby incurring an expense that the citizen of
Richmond lllight not incur in the var of meals, lodging away from

home and transportation costs. In the case of recreation, it a
resident of Petersburg wished to see a baseball game in Richmond,

he would have a transportation expense a R!chmonder would hot have.
The general comment to be made is that

possib~

one might find a

· family in each city that would have its cost.a tor these items to

compare, but it seems unlikely.

The individual rates for a given

item are substantially the same but one family's ttlevel of livingu
might budget its mq>enditUt"es in an entirely different w.y from
the next family.

III• Transportation
Compares tho cost ot the tolJ.owing transportsticn iterilst
Richmond Petersburg tanville Winchester

Gasoline (straight)
per Gallon

Motor Oil (regular)

s .327s

$

.32S

e

.335

$ .339

.o47S

.J.aO

.bo

.41

Bus Fare • par ride

.3$

.is

.12

.15

Taxi tare 1 person •
1 mi.

1.75

2.2s

1.6,

l.7S

38.oo

3S.oo

41.oo
'8.oo

33.00

J>3r Quart

Automcbile '!nsurancet
Liability
.
Collision ISO Deduct.

Sources

46.oo

46.oo

Oas & Oil - By sample of standard brands.
Bus Fare - City Bus Lines.
Taxi Fare • Yell.ow Cab Co. - eaeh city.

Auto Insurance - state Farm Insurance Co.

59.00

'IRANSPORTATION

CHART #3
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IV.

Medical Cara

Compares the cost. of the following items for medical co.re:
ll.ed. &: Surg. Proc. (Av9:j.PriCes) Richmol'ld ft!tersburg Danville Winchester
~.oo

$ $.OO $

S.oo

3.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

60.oo

50.00

50.00

4,.00

125.oo

125 .oo

12).00

12S.oo

12.00

12~00

12.00

12.00

- Practical

9•00

9.00

Eye Enndnation (Oculist)

1$.00

10.00

10.00

10.00

4.00

6.00

6.oo

Extractions

6.oo
s.oo

4.oo

3.00

s.oo

Fillings

s.oo

s.oo

4.00

15.00

4.00
15.oo

15.oo

15.00

1$.00

10.00

12.SO

l?..~O

s.oo

~.oo

6.oo

1.so

Private

20.00

14.oo

12.$0

semi-Private

13.00

9.oo

11.so

Physicia.n•s Calls ... Home

- orrice
Tonsillectomy, Adenoidecto117T
Appendectc111
Nursing

$

s.oo

$

C'~.

Private Nurse ... Graduate .. Day

9.00 -

9.00

Dental Care
ProphyWds

X-Ray

Other Medical services
X•Rtly (Chest)

Laboratory Service (Bl.bod Count)

gospi ta1 Rooms

Sourcet

Virginia Medical Association, Hospitals and

Doctors in each city •.

MEDICAL CARE
CHART #4
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.. PHYSICIANS CALLS - HCME - $5.00

APPENDECTOMY
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OFFICE - $J.OO
125.00

PRIVATE NURSE - GHADUATE - 12.00
PRACTIGAL - 9.00
DENTAL X-RAY
15.oo
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•
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Personal C!,ire

Comoares the cost

or

the following personal care itemst

Richmond P,etersburg Danville Winchester

$ 1.18

·t 1.00

$ l.00

$ 1.00

.86

.78

.60

.7S

1.32

1.06

i.oo

.91

1.eo

1.88

l.50

1.7$

Haircut - Boy

1.11

.?S

l.00

Haircut - Girl

1.2'

.7$
1.06

i.oo

.91

Permanent Wava

9.36

10.00

7.SO

B.16

Haircut - Man
Shave

Haircut • Woman
Hair - Wash &:

Set -

'Woman

Scuroe1 Looal businesses in each city.
As stated earlier, personal enre items compared are somewhat
llm1ted.

Evon these might not apply to a family that decided to meet

these needs by dofog them at heme.
expense of the equipment and

o:r course, they wculd have the·

supplies~

Cleaning and laundry were

excluded due to t.he fact of the veritable impossibility or determining what an individual muld have done in these two categories.

Laundry and dry cleaning rates do not vary substantially but the
items involvod for an indivi.dual or

t~ily

would.

The accompanying chart will show that there are only minor
variations within each city on these items as might be expected. One

point to be made is that barber shops, geldom shave mn anymcre. A
rather .frequent reply was "if we got two shaves a day in here, we
have a booming day". Also, the sale of home permanent kits has a
mixed affect en beauty shop operators.

In one way, it reduces bus-

iness as .families at.tempt this operation.

Then business is- frequent-

ly helped by the necessity ot repairing the damage done to milady's
coif'fu.re by a bungled heme permanent job.
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Focd

A cC?11parison of newspaper advertising shows no significant
difference in the price

or

advertised itom.a. Where a chain store

has outlets in each city the it9s and prices of food advertised.

are virtually identical.

In each city there is a strong indepen-

dent super-market and/or central.buying service tor the :i.ndependent
food stores.

A market basket tor a family of tour containing staple items
of food shows an average price for July in the City of Richmond as

$20.76. A comparison or prices indicates that the amount needed in
Patersburg and Danville to purchase these as.me items would be, within a. few cents either way, the same as in Richmond.

(See next page).

A smaller community with more suburban and rural areas for
its working population would probably find these prices reduced

somawha t by the produce used i'rnm heme gardens. However, this is
problematical, and like clothing depends on the ab1li ty1 initiative
and social habits of the individual.

The Market Basket report for the City ot Richmond is included

below. Newspaper advertisements tor these same items in the other
three cities showed substantially the same prices ('Within a dollar
total for each location). Discussions with various families (10)

indicate that these items are often not typical but that tor a measuring stick they are as good as an,..

Many families vary their bud-

gets for food to compensate for family likes and dislikes.. The

general comment was "a steady diet of this would drive

crazy".

m:r

family

92.

CITY OF RIC!-IMWD

"This lfarket Basket includes an estima.tad quantity of the
ha.sic food mrmally consumed by an urban fam:ll;r of four during a
g:tv-an week each month.

This family consists or a physically active

man, a. moderately active woman, a girl ranging in age from nine to
eleven, and a boy ranging 1n age from seven to nine. Many rood •

ite-ns such

as

tea, prunos, etc., which are usually bought or con-

sumed at different intervals of titm are not listed. Therefore, the

retail fcod cost of this Market Basket does not represent all expenditures for food m.da by a family during a given week nor does it
include f ocd purchased in tbe fcrm of restaurant meals.

This study is designed to neasure the price change in the re ...
tail cost on a fixed quantity of foods, which are priced each month

during tho week containing the fifteenth.

The total cost or this

Market Basket ia derived by multiplying the average retail price of
each item by the quantity and totaling the entire group.

This per-

mits a comparison of prices on a mcnth•to-month basis.

As a result of the inclusion of new items in the revised
MBrkat Basket, it is impossible to make a cost compariscn with previous years and, therefore, this new series will begin with January

1957.

Forty i tGms are used in computing the retail cost

or

this

Market Basket. The quantity consumed and the commodity are listed
on tallowing pager

93•

1 Can Peaches
1 Can Sou?
l Pkg. Frozen Green Beans
5 Cans Frozen Orange .Juice
4 lbs. Flour
2 boxes Ready-to-Eat Cereal
1 box Soda Crackers
6 loaves Bread
10 qts. Milk (delivered)
1 pt. Ice cream
2 doz. Eggs
i lb. American Processed Cheese
2 cans Evaporated Milk

1 lb. Round Steak

l lb. Bacon

1
1
2
2

lb. Hamburger
lb. Frankfurters
lbs. Pork Chops
lbs. Chicken

l lb. Frozen Fish
l doz. Oranges

l lb. Apples
2 lbs. Bananas
10 lbs. Potatoes

2
l
1
1
1

lbs. Cabbage
head Isttuce
lb. Onions
bunch Carrots
stalk Celery

1 lb. Shortening
l lb. Margarine
l lb. coffee
5 lbs. Sugar

l can Tuna

!- jar Peanut Butter
i jar Jelly

l can Corn
1 can Peas

1

nrui

l carton Sort Drinks

Tomatoes

This cost of the Market Basket in Jum amounted to $'20.46

and in

J~

increased to $20.76.

For purpose o:t comparing the June Market Basket with July the
figure for June is $20.22, which represents the previous price after

deducting the price ot apples.

Market Basket due to dep1etion
Source1

Virginia

~partznent

Apples were not priced for the July

ot

the market supply."

of Labor and Industry'.

Unions .:frequently use newspaper advertising to show in con•
tract negotiations the existence of uniform. prices for food.
appear to be substantially right on this as far as it goes.

They
The

difficulty is that what they are citing are the sale and special

itEms which for a chain operation are generally given statewide
distribution, use, and advertising.

The real difference in food

costs are dietary needs, family age groups, availability of local
supplies, and rood raised for heme use.
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Cloth!.!:!g

Because items of clothing are sold on Standard Brand names
and are preticketed and because these are ava11ablo through chain

stores mi/or as catalog it.ems in all three localities, there ap•
pe~s

to be no appreciable difference in the price ot clothing in

these comunities.

The consensus of this subject is that an in-

dividual's ability to secure more clothing tor a given amount

or

money depends upon the individual's taste and ability to bargain

and shop for sale items.

Merchandisers state that the larger cities

ortan give better valu.e tor the money because of competitive factors

in sec'Ul"ing the,eonsumer•s dollar.
All four locaticns had similar outlets -

specialty shops -

chain stores and

selling name brand goods. The larger the city

the greater the selection as to brands, qunlity
Cf course, living habits enter into thio.

~nd

price.

It J't13.Y be per•

missible in some localities for a parson to wear sport ohirts and
slacks to work while in another locnlity a coat and tie ero required.

!_

city where industrial trorlc is prinarily performed would

find its inhabitants requiring a different type of clothing· than

these engaged in general business pursuits.

CliM~tic

differences

would be a de1'ini te factor on clothing requirements and for an in•
divJ.dual family the age group or their children. In a sense, it is

al.moot impossible to deternd.ne what would be a fair standard to use
in comparing individual families• clothing needs or to determine
whether· an area differential did exist in Virginia.

Scureet

Mr. Shotzberger - Professor of Marketing, University

or

Richmond.

Mr. Meacham

- Dun & Bradstreet.

Mr. Mathews

- )l.anagcr, Sears, Roe'ruck and Ct,.,"'!npany.

Maynard, Harold H. Princieles of Marketing, Chapter

S,

Fifth Edition, The Rcna.ld Press, Inc.,
New York, Ne"fl."S York.
CO~CLUSICl!S

The tencr

or

the statements throughout this section have in-

dicated that the conclusicns

or

the author are1

That there are small vario.tio rs in the "cos·t-of-living" in
the fnur cities covered, with the excapticn ot housir.g where it

appear in some cases to be substantial.

The bssic point, as alwa.vs,

must center around what the individual does in determining the uses
to which he will put his mnne7.

It it were a case of substandard in-

come with an inabilltu to pay for the necessities of life, then an
individual would have little chance to determtr:e how his money 1.as

spent !->ther than in trying to secure the best feed, housing, and
clothing he could with the money available to him.

This then would

be another kind of study. Ot course, the assu."l'lption underlying this

approach has been that a rather largo majority
Virgin'la can pay for these items.

or

the citizens of

, . That as far as a price conparison can determine there is

substantially no aroa differential existing. Tho concept must rest
on a ttlevel of living" and not a "cost-0£-llvingtt.

This comps.risen

has shotm that a parsons would have tc spend substantially tho same
to live in Winchestor 1 a much smaller town than Richmond, as to
live in Richmond, nnd maintain the same le"tal

or

living.

However 1

there are always other campensaticns, and it is '1JlY belief' that most

of individuals liv-a in an area based more on personal considerations
such as family, job opportunity, personru. satisfactions as to location, climate, nnd future possibilities. ·Those !actors are not
neasurable but are real tc the individual.

Therefore, in my opinion, the cost-cf-living factor is a
rather nebulous basis for det.ermin1.ng wages. Also, it would seem
virtually impossible to pay wages that

WJuld

meet everyone's coat-

of'-11ving needs. What would be equitable for Peter would not pay

Paul enough to neet his needs (or at least what he thinks he might
need). A businessman cannot escape tho fact that ho mu.at pay wage

rates thnt are in keeping with the profitability of the business
nnd tha receiver

or

the wages cannot very well expect to receive

p&ymsnts in excess of his ccntribut:lor.a in mnk1ng the business
successful and profitable.

Therefore, the ability toatract wages

from an employer en a cost-of-living basls is more in the realm

or

bargaining pcwer and the individual ccmpany' s a'bil1 ty to absorb

this wage cost out of pro.ti ts or throuefl ma."'1<:-ups to the ccnsumer.

This le.st method would seem to be tho most sought t.trter.

In effect,
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a S?iral of i.ncreased wages is counter-balanced by the Spiral Of

increased prices.

The result is, according ,to any basic economies

text, these persons with fixed incomes or those unable to use the

leveraP,e of "cost-of-living" to secure more income must necessarily
]gse in their rel.a tiva share of the na. tior:al income.
Is this

0

cost-o£-living 11 factor then a basis for wage dif-

ferentials? Management's decision must rest on its abili. ty to pay

and its social

conaci~usness.

On tho basis or the toregoing figures

there wculd appear to be little basis for the maintenance of wage
differentials hetvesn Comt'Jlunities.

H~Aever*

the differences do

exist and, there:rore 1 it is apparent that the reasons mu.st rest en
other grounds. These we have brought. out bef'ore and will discuss
·fUrther in the next chapter.

It is rather difficult to state, on the basis of these price
ccmparisons; what the correct determination is to be made of the
"eost-ot-living as a basis" !'or correct.ing wage differentials.

A

salient fact that ll'lUSt be kept in mind is thnt. tor every wage and

salary earner thare exists a "level of living'' that is dictated not
only by his mr;ney imome but M.s persrmal values.

a decision on tho

relati~e

Each

ot

us make

merits of the material things we purchase.

For some, it is a preference for better housing than their neighbors.

For others, it may be travel and clothes as an· object of their expenditures. tn every case, a value judgment is made after the level
of income exceeds tho poverty level. The Federal Government• s latrs
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and regulations as to hours vorlted and minimum wage standards and

its relief and redevelopment programs
prospect

or

pcverty1hr most

or

h~s

virtually eliminated the

the populaticn. What remains is

for the individual to secure the best remuneration !or his efforts
that he can, either individually or through collective bargaining.
With this wage or salary he can decide what "level of li'V'ing" he

can maintain within the community in whfoh he lives.
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CHAP1ER V

COMCLUSIONS

In the previous chapters, tie have.') dete1"mi:ood that, within the

state area, dif'fonmtials in wages do exist both on an overall com•

munity basis tor the jobs selected and between communities tor the
same job.

Tue differentials within the community can he attributed

to skill and knowledr,e requirements for a job as set by Ti;age policy.
A definite hierarchy
every comnunity.

or

job skills and wage paymnts exists in

It ·was noted that the type of' jobs that may be

found in the major industrial centf'rs such as a tool and die maker,
which req\dres high skill and lmowledr;e, are not even roported in
some of the Virginia eitias.

A .io-b of tlrl.t'J type commands a war::e

n great deal higher than is round for thf-1 top craft job reported

for example in Winchester.

Therefore, 1 t can be said that the

ran,7e or W!'lges is more cnmpressed in Winchester than say, r.etroit.
Hiring Rates and Ydnimum Wage Payments

This factor has a great deal to do with wage payments.

In

a community with a lower beginning .rate, a lower top job rating
and less demand for workers than those willing to woik, there re-

sults a lower wage p.'.'lttom which cannot be ignored.

Some hiring

rates for inexr;erienced perscns f'nll below the Federal minimum
warte r:ita.

'lhis law only applies to firms

en~ar,od

in interstate

com'!'!erce nnd, therefore, there are msny exEr.tpt nus:!.nesses ·wh1c h

do employ a sh:eable segment of the work force in any locality.
However, the m.'lj0rlty of the firtr:.S report their bP-ginninr; rate
to be in .tho ~38 to

eh3

range, dependinF, upon tho hours 'Wt>rked.
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Many firms reported that thoui;h they were not covnred by the mini-

mun

w~t·:e

lav they paid the minimum rate as a matter of public po1icy.

'lbey did this in most cases w1 thout naking any adjustment, other than

regular merit increases, in the wages paid other employees hlred
prior to the e

rrect or the minimum war:e law. This brJd the effect of

raising beginning wage rates but lowerinr: the dU.'terenti.als for skill

and experience within the job.

Effect

or

Unionization on Area Wage Differentials

Another point to be lll3de in examining why wa;:;e rates might be

lower in one area than another is the absence

or

unionization.

those firms surveyed, the :following distribution is given on

For

f!ri~:s

with union contracts.

Craft Jobs
Clerical Jobs '1 Firms
% Firns
Union Non-Uni~n Unionized Um.on llon-Union Unionized
Danville

7

l5

47%

2

18

11%

Pd.ersburg

7

14

~0%

3

17

r1%

10

ro

501-

8

22

36%

5

16

21,:

1

20

05%

Richmond

Winchester

This shows a rather low number of firms that ba?'Rain with a union for
the wages

or

their employees.

\"11rl.le unionization does not. nEcesoari-

ly mean higher wage payments for a given job, it <bes frequently produce hirher rates.

This is inherent in the situation since to raise

wages is and always has b0en one of the union movemP.nt' R stated ob·

jectives.

The growth

or

unions has been precipitate since the 1930' s.

101 ..

Federal legislation has been so much in their favor durlnr, the last
twenty years.

While all the oredi t is not due to unions, and cer-

tainly national::prosperity must be considered, the bargaining power
has dei'in1 tcly raised the general level

or

wages.

Since 1929 the

union movement has ircn,,ased its representat·ion :from twelve per cent
to twent:r-fi'\"~ per cent(l954 figures) of the labor force.
labor rorce represents about

40%

of the population (1953 i'if;:ures),

unions represent a too large a segment
factor in war.e determination.
stated in

19c:;u

that:

As the

or the w:l rkers

not to be a

The Federal Reserve 'Bank

or

New York

"Porsl'.>n.al income in 19.53, after allowance f'lr

the increase in prices was still more than

dou~le

the 1929 level.

Moreover, while the population expanded by ab,,ut 30 per cent, real

per capita income in the United States in 1953 was oore than 60 per
cent higher than in 1929.

****

Those personal incane components

which have declined in nlative importance are proprietor's and
rental income, nnd porsonai inte~st and dividend 1ncomt:-.n 3/

Therefore, the rise must have come substantially in the form

or

wage ptiymnts.

Unions have a stated policy that they ulll seek from manage0

mcsnt

rrqual pay for oqual

~rork

-- no matter where the location."

They do not recognize area differentials based on ccm:mnity patterns

or wage

payimnt.s as just.

'lhis seemn to fly in the race of

the facts that area wai;te di:fferentittls d> exist tor the same job.

3/

jelected F.conomic Indicatorn, Federal 'Reserve P.ank of New York,
Mew York, Mew Yoxk, December 1954, ?. P.
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No management person in determining wage administration policies
and wage costs desires to pa;r more than the relative worlih of
"

labor to his business or more than what it costs to secure adequate lal»r.

In order to pay more, the costs would have. to be

recovered in the torm. of higher prices. Unless the higher prices
can be passed on to the consumer (who is the wry labor the business employee) he cannot afford to pay higher wages than his

c~

petitors. If management does pay higher wages, not based on oro,ductive abilitz.a and compensates for it in higher prices for h1s
product, then management; is avoiding the basis economic facts of

lire.
F!xtent of Area Wass Differentials
The "Monthly Labor Review"

or April, 19!s8 I

published by the

Bttreau of tabor Statistics of the Department ot Labor made the fol•
lowing comments regarding area differentials sn

Large groups ot

workers performing similar tasks in the same industcy receive dit·
ferent rates or pay from city to eity and frcm regicn to region,"
and r•tho practice cf establishing job rates with relation to prevailing wage levels in the inmediate location appears to be

deep~

rooted in the nation's wage determination mathods.n This, in Jr'l1'
opinion, is tho correct approach for 11.1,1 firm to take as it must

compute its cost ct operations from many factors other than labor,
in order to determine i f it is to be eo!Tpetitive within the economy.
Effect or Declining NUTllbex: of' AScultural Workers

Agriculture, the basic industry of the South still, though

ot declining importance as industrlalieati()n proceeds rapidly, is
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traditionally a low vage paying industry. The exodus from the -tarms
as nechaniza.tion supplants hand labor has produced a large supply
of workers for other jobs. This supply of workers is being absorbod

but as it generally exceeds the de!lland for workers, 1 t has caused
-

wage rates to be held down.

-

Also, this labor supply is relatively

unskilled in industrial processes, though capable of learning even
the most skilled jobs, which bas dictated that the first stage of

manufacturing developmant take place in the light industries requiring leas skilled manpower.

This in itself is another factor in de-

termining wage payments and consequently producing wage differentials.

this is evident in the background data given tor the cities

and is particularly obvicus f ctr Winchester which is still dependent

primarily on agriculture

produeti~n

and processing ot its products

for its business volume. ·In Danvillo•s case, its primary industry
is textiles, which has been stated previously as a low wage paying
industry.

The bargaining theoey of wages, presented in the introduc-

tion, appears to be the or.a in most use todq. Management frequently recognized 1nequi ty in the pay scale within :l. ta job classi-

f'ications, but does not change them when a union contract is involved.
The idea being not to give anything away but to use it in

excha~e

the bargaining table.
Wa;,rcs represent. a. standard o:t living tor us all. With what

we earn, we determine how we can and will live as tar as material
things are concerned.

As we speak of a "standard of living" we

usuall.1 shift over to a discussion of the tteost-of-living"•·

at
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Michael J. Jucius1 Protessor of Business Organization at the Ohio

stat.e

Universi~y 1

in discussing remuneration policies, has this

to say a.btlut 11 cost-or-liv1ng"•

"The relation of cost-of-living to wages is another basic
question in establishing l'elluneration policies. Its significance
has increased in the pa.qt several years because many companies
have agreed tc tie in wage increases (and decreases, too, in some
instnnces) ldth changes in the c ost-ot-UVing as reflsoted in
cost-of-living statistics. * * * * Yet anal.ysis will show that ·
cost-of•liV'ing has an indirect not a direct; bearing upon wages.
The reasonableness of cvs&:ot-living "escalator clauses" as they
are some t:lma called, lies in the fa.ct that wages and. cost-of'living tend tc go up and down at the same t.i.me • * * * * !t is
easy to conclude that one (cost-of-living) causes the other (wages)
and vice versa (movement up or down). The relation is now, however,
easual.J each (wa.gea er prices} goes up or down because of general
market and competitive conditions. ~ * * * Since cost-of-living and
wages tend to move togathar, it may be practical to use the former
as a. measure far the latter. But this should be done with a clear
statement that the cost-of•livi
dexes are an ex dient not
the re,~ measure of ~-ages.

*

****

But oven when used as expedients, the practice 0£ tying
wages to cost-of-living indexes eventually runs into one or more
difficulties. In the first place, the tie between wages and living
costs is usu.i.lly made during periods ot rising prices when employers
are not reluctant to grant wage increases. But during deflationary
periods, employees are irritated by the periodic (even though mtall)
readjustm.onts or wages that are tm.de as living costs go down. Second,
arg\llnents eventua~ a.re raised as to how eost-or-lirtng indexes
should be computed. * ·* * * A vicious circle vould be induced i f all
employers followed the practice. A price rise would call for a wage
increase, whieh wmlld increase costs, which would lead to an increase

in prices, which would mean anothor wage adjustment• and so on.

Cb~ecticns to the Use of tge_CcnS!!M9r Price Index in AdJustil)S
Area Differentials

As mentioned above

th~re

are some very real objections to the

use of the consumer price ind&X as a measure

or

the cost-of-living

in order to determine wage !'ates. The use of this index by management. 1s 1 as Professor Jucius suggests,· an expedient. In reviewing
the Consumer Price Index, the f'ollO"dng quotation is from a paper prepared in 19541 but to my- mind the criticism~ are still relevant today.
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While the qonsum.er Price Ind.en, in so far aa 1t measures
price changes,
has definite

i~.

of' value as a guide to broad ocono??d:c policy, it

llmitation!_~when

the adequacy of wages.

,.used as a yardstick for determining

In the first place, co9t;...of-liv1ng increases

by an.v measure are inconsistent 'With a ncOlml'lunity Wage Level" policy

derived !rem a study ot area differentials.

Historically, we have

held to the position that. .our wage rates are adjusted to meet the

competition or other employers in the labor market area regardless

ot other factors. While price increases

ma~r i~f'luenoe

the labor

market, the only effects that can logically be recognized are those
manifested by recruiting and turnqver situations, moreover, in a
competitive economy eueh as ours, prices are more likely to follow
than to lead wages.

But, .assuming that

a cost•ot-liv:lng adjustment

is to be l"lade, is the Consumer• e Price Index the proper vehicle .tor
determining how much should be granted? . Some of the fallacies in-

herent in sueh use of the imex a.rel
a.

Aside frO'l'!l the 20 large cities for which indices

are published, there is no way to tell how prices
have moved in a specific labor market area. Obviously it would be unsound to raise all wages, say,

10% (increase in all cities index) because this may
have been caused by pr.tee increases in a few large
c1 ties in various parts of the country of some

25%

or 3(1,(.
b. The

c.P.I.

is subject to an inherent error in the

weighting assigned to the various components.

This

is illustrated by the fact that, as a result of rapid
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price increases, focd represe!lted ever bl% of
t.he total C.P.I, as or January 1950, while a
national study in 1950 showed that this should

be about 33%.

Tho 1953 revisfons of tha C,P.I.

will correct this weighting but only from January 195.3 on.

as

or

Therefore, the leval of the index

D!oember 19521 is higher t1'.an current spend-

ing patterns warrant and consequently the level of

tho revised index is too high.
c.

The "market basket."

or

go eds and. serVices priced

is constant while consum£1r buyir.g ha.bi ts continu-

ally vary. · Thus the weighting factors used to

combine the Vari.Gus items into an all items index

are inaccurate to an unknown extent.
d.

The index indicates price changes af'i'ecting only

urban families of l49.ge earners.

It does not meas-

ure changes affecting unm.arriedworkers,
living

in

ta.~ilies

rural areas, or families of business and

prcfessicnal nen.
e.

The index does not indicate how mueh a family spends
for living, it only measures the increase in price
of a fixed 1:;roup of commodities,

Effect of Cost-of'-Livi!!J in Narrowin6 .Area

Wai~e

Differentials

In the chapter on price comparisons we found that. there was
no substantial dif'.ferarce in the prices reviewed except f'or houses
and truces in any of the communities.

This would indicate then that

the previous chapter on wage differentials should have shown like
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waga treatment.

!t did n.oh but did shov that there were de.finite

area dii"ferentials.

1'fy- (?opclusion, on the basis

or

this study is

that while the cost-o.f'-living probably ia given token consideration
in an inchoate sort of

~a.y,

it 1s not. a real

determinan~

ot wages.

Supply and dsman.d ot labor with.in tho coll!mUnity, skill and know-

ledge required, historical wage payments within an industry (as
textiles, chendcal:s, t;:ibacco, bakery, agrieult.uro, rood processing,
insurance bankin!!, etc.) and generally community levels are the

basis for wage determination. Where unionization 16 evident and

the "Bargairrl.ng Theory of Wages't operates, we find another rneans of
wage determination.

T;,is, however, f'unc.:tic:ms within the t'ra."llewcrk

of those conditions mentioned above and not separate from them. This

last factor tends to accelerate the process and may eliminate
row dif.f'arentials over a period

or

er nar-

time.

The cost-of-living is too tied to social patterns or liv:t.ng
and standards that the individiial chooses· for himself
how his l!X>ney will be spent.

as he decides

Management i'or example might have to

contend '\dth the problem of one wage earner with a family of four
making $$,000 par year cornp'Jred to a seoond family with two wage

eamers and no othnr dependents each making

t51 000

per year.

The

result is that thcugh the cost.-of-llving might be the same (though

it probably is n~t), the second family has twice as much ineo•
to spend.

How should management compensate for this?

It cannot

and generally makes no at.tempt to do so. Unfortunately, the
figures for the number

or familios

with more than ono member em-

ployed in the cities discussed are not available. Ir they vere•
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it would be hard to secure the kind ct distribution desired for a

famil,v 1 s relative position in the lnbcr market. As far aa earnings a.re concerned they

cha.n;~e

constantly. It. is fairly obvious

a subjective analysis ot conversations over the years wlth other
persons that tho n1evel of living" for a given family is usually
found in relation to their income, personal habits, and CGmmunity

patterns within the community in which they reside.

Fnge ditferan tials do exist between areas.

How should

management guide its policies'? The Department ot Econcmico and
Social Institutions at Princeton University mads the following·
study1

"The firms selected tor this study covered a broad and
fairly rePf'eeentative sample

er

American Industry (oil, auto, flat

glass, rubber, agricultural machinery, etc.) ranging in size from

80 to .300#000 employees and totaling two million workers.

The

study was sumarized as followst

Number
Fims

Per Cent

Guided by local prevailing rates

$2

so.co

Combination of Industry and
Community rates

27

Guided by level or pattern of
industry

l5

14.42

Uniform scale of wageu in all plants 10

9.62

104

100.00

~sis

Tot.al

of Wo.r.e Policz

or

From. this summary it can be seen that the majority 0£ firms
use the prevailing community rates as a basis for wage determina.•

tions.

Sl

In other words

7'

per cant of the employers are guided by either

local prevailing rates or a combination of industry and community

rates. The facts of the situation are recognized.
Why Area Differential Will Continue

Here are some reasons 'flhy locality wage dii'ferentialB will

continue, although the argument has been advanced that differentials
between wage schedules for the same job in different commun1 ties be
eliminated because all employees doing equal work should receive

equal pay.

Ir this reasoning were carried to its logical conclusion, an
employee in the smallest community in the country would receive the

same wage as an employee in the same oecupa ti on in the highest paid
nationa.l industrial eente:r.

situation.

This would obviously be an unrealistic

However, if' this situation did come about, and the

highest rate vere to be paid to all emplo:vt!eS regardless

or

their

locality, it would not be long betore the larger centers would be
pressing for :lncreases based alleged on higher costs ot living in

larger areas as against medium and mall comm.uni ties.

In. this case

the smaller comuni ties might have more real wages and the larger

cities' workers wculd want to redress the balance by more favorable

wage treatment tor thEll'lselves.

uo.
Public opinion in tho smaller communities would not be

.ravorabla to a company paying metropolitan area vage rates in
such communities since this practice would tend to distcrt the

local labor ma.rket nnd increase the overall cost of products of
service beyond its proper price.

A single wage tor the same oecupa ti on through the country
wculd tend to penalize the industrial centers in t,hat they could

not attract suff'ieient skilled labor through a uniform wage struc•

ture.

The incentive would not exist for the worker to change job

localities if the wage payment

we~

the SBJ!le.

Due to the cincen-

tration of capitol in the larger cities in the form of fixed assets

this could be a real problem to the business and f 1nanoial ccmmuni-

. ty.

From a ccnservative point

or vie\ft

the mobility of labor rather seriously.

it would tend to reduce
Mobility of labor is one

ot the mc.n.:;t important !'actors in industrial growth in everchanging
industrial development scenes.
In rrq opinion the adoption or a uniform wage rate by all in-

dustries would require governmental control of wages, prices, qual-

itv, production and profits

resulti~

in the abolishment of our

free enterprise eystG111. For it would probably violate the anti-

trust laws. The NRA codes of the 19301 s attempted to fix minimum
wages with industry doing the pc:>lice work.· This was a singular

railure and it took Federal legi&l.ation to establish, and maintain

minimum wages.
In keeping with these econcmic facts, a company might pursue

a policy of maintaining a level or wages for its employees in each

lll.

ccml!lunit.y, over a period

or tine, to the

general level at wages

paid. employees tor jObs requiring similar skills and resonsibill-

ties in other industries in that comunity.

This wculd be a policy

decision based on the role the company desired to play in the

CO{n•

murit.y.
One otbt.lr conclusion is to be made, area differentials do

exist, but in the State of Virginia ror reasons other than these
advanced by Professor Slichter in his "Basic Criteria Used in Wage

Negotiations" in his statement "many prices nre less in small and

medium size communities than in the larger centers• There are differences in rents, real estate values, prices of clothing, f ood1
entertainment, personal services, etc." If ho is talking about
Fairbanks, Alaska, and Palatka, norida, he is right, but his statement cannot be applied with very great nccuracy within Virginia.

Cin

a nationwide basis he is right but on a statewide basis it would appear not to be so and, therefore, shculd be recognized by wage policy.

administrators.
Less favored groups use the cost-of-living as a basis tc:r redreaslng area e.nd job ditterentia\ls, in order to raise their returns
up to those of the more favored, thereby restoring scmethi rg closer

to the customary and approved scale of relative wage ratings.

They

seek levelling upward since downward adju.stritants or wages are all
but excluded from the accepted mores of collective bargaining.

Gompers said, "Raise wages in prosperous times, and peg them against
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decline in depressions."

Since this is what. is happening, it be•

hooves management. to look toward meal"ls other tha.n the expedient

of cost-of-living in negotiating wage settlements. Such a policy
might be to pay wages which compare favorably with the general
level

or wages

paid by other industries :i.n the community for work

requiring comparable skill, knowledp;e,, and capacit,,r and above all,

within the company• s ability to pay.

